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Editorial

'I will work for you but if you want me to have a high output, I
will need to workwith the ONT 3000c^f't excavator'

'Deal!'

The operator's comfort is increasingly recognized as a factor of importance in
the design of cabins of all kinds of vehicles. This book addresses the comfort of

cabins of earth moving machinery. It is the result of a two and a half year Euro-

pean project (1999-2002), known as 'Eurocabin'. In this project three manufac-

turers of earth moving machines joined their strengths to improve the comfort

of their machines: Paus GmbH from Germany, Etec BV from the Netherlands and

Kaiser AG from Liechtenstein. They were assisted by TNO, the Dutch Organisa-

tion for Applied Scientific Research. The Eurocabin project was performed within
the European Union's Fifth RTD Framework Programme, called 'Competitive and

Sustainable Growth'.

In the Eurocabin project, scientihc knowledge as well as practical experiences

were added to 'the state of the art' with respect to the comfort of earth moving

machinery. This book shares the most recent knowledge and experience with the

reader. By doing so, information is provided with regard to the direction that
other manufacturers may follow in the design of their future machines.

The book is divided into three parts.

In part 1 the most recent state of knowledge behind comfortable cabin design is

described. Experts from various research institutes contributed to part 1. In sub-

sequent chapters they addressed various comfort-related aspects like vision, seat

comfort, vibration reduction, human dimensions, and joystick controls. For each

aspect, the current knowledge, the current practice and the future challenges are

described.

Part 2 is focussed on the user. It describes why it is important to have a user-

centred approach to cab design and how and when the user can become involved
in the process. Much attention is paid to the experiences, expectations and

wishes of the operators. This information was collected through interviews with
273 operators of excavators and wheel loaders at Bauma 2001. For the project a

team of ergonomics experts thoroughly reviewed three types of earth moving

machinery. How this information was collected is also described in this part.
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The future in cab design is what part 3 is about. First it describes future de-

mands on comfort in construction vehicles' interiors according to manufacturers.

This information was obtained through interviews at Bauma 2001 with 80 pro-

fessionals in marketing and design and through the subsequent workshops

where the results of the interviews were discussed. Whether oPerators agree to

these demands is answered next, when other results from the Bauma 2001 sur-

vey are presented concerning the question: what would oPerators like to see in

their future cab? The automotive industry can be regarded as trend setting re-

garding design. What this means for cab design is described after. The last chap-

ter shows some interesting ideas from two design studies performed for Euro-

cabin.

Part 1, 2 and 3 as well as the individual book chapters are written in such a way

that they can be read independently from each other.

This book might be of great value for all people who are, in one way or the

other, involved in the design of cabins of earth moving machines. We hope it
will contribute to the further improvement of cab comfort in earth moving

equipment.

Enjoy the reading.

F. Krause, MSc

R.E. Bronkhorst, MSc

M.P. de Looze, PhD
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1 Introduction

The levels of comfort and ergonomics in earth moving machinery have increased

over the recent years. By and large, it has been common sense that has brought

manufacturers to where they are now. Actually we are now at a point, that it
becomes hard to hnd ways to further improve the product. Common sense will
probably not be enough to achieve just that extra innovation that might keep a

manufacturer ahead of competition. Instead, further cabin improvement requires

more research-based fundamental knowledge as well as in-depth investigation

into the user-requirements.

In this part we focus on the research-based knowledge. Various specialists from

three renowned research institutes shed their light upon the most important as-

pects influencing the comfort and ergonomics of a cab.

Michiel de Looze (TNO, The Netherlands) provides the latest insights about com-

fort and presents a new model of comfort, in which the underlying factors of

comfort and discomfort on a human, product and context level are described. In

the next chapters, various comfort-related aspects are highlighted.

Denis Coelho (Beira University, Portugal) addresses the operator's seat being one

of the major interfaces between the human operator and his machine. The im-

portance ofseat comfort in the wheel loader, the current state in seat design and

the future challenges are described.

Vision is of the utmost importance in many of the tasks of the operator's of earth

moving equipment. Matthias Roetting (Aachen University of Technology, Ger-

many) provides the background information and gives some direction for future

improvements related to this issue.

In the next chapter, Roeland Hogt covers the issues of interior noise and vibra-

tion reduction as related to the operator's comfort and future cabin design.

Aernout Oudenhuijzen (TNO) describes the fit of the cabin to the anthropometric

dimensions, and specif,rcally, the changes in human dimensions and its conse-

quences for cab design.

Finally, Frank Krause (TNO) shares some thoughts on joystick controls and the

adjustability ofthe consoles they are fit into.
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A new model of comfort
Michiel de Looze

TNO Work and Employment, Hoofddorp, The Netherlands

2.1 Introduction

In Western societies the comfort of products has developed into an important

issue. This holds not only for the end users of products. Producers recognize

comfort as a major selling point, as it is thought to play an increasingly impor-

tant role in product-buying decisions. AIso, employers are getting interested in

comfortable equipment for their employees in order to create a healthy and

stimulating working environment. For the design of comfortable equipment (e.g.

the cabins of vehicles) it is important to have a good notion of the concept of
comfort. What is comfort?

Comfort as well as discomfort are very common terms in common parlance. Eve-

ryone seems to have some kind of idea about their meanings. While comfort is

generally associated with some pleasant state, discomfort is associated with an

unpleasant state.

The concepts get more complicated Íf we think about 'when experiencing

(dis)comfort' (Vink, 2002). You may experience discomfort, when it is too hot in a
room or cabin. A similar experience may occur when feeling pressure points in
your bottom when sitting in a driver's seat. You may also feel discomfort when

working in bad body postures like neck flexion of trunk torsion. You may experi
ence comfort when you feel 'at home' in your company or your cabin. You may

feel comfortable because of the unexpected good looks of a new cabin's interiors

or a surprisingly pleasant feeling when operating a new vehicle.

Hence, comfort and discomfort are influenced by many factors. For designing

purposes it would be helpful to have a model in which (dis)comfort is defined

and the factors that may contribute to the comfort and discomfort of an operator

are incorporated. This model will be presented and illustrated in this chapter.

2.2 What is comfort?

The frequent use of the term comfort in common parlance and in the literature
suggests that it represents a consensually held construct. Yet, there is no widely

accepted definition of comfort. Webster's dictionary defines comfort as a state or
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feeling of having relief, encouragement and enjoyment. Slater (1985) deflrnes

comfort as a pleasant state ofphysiological, psychological and physical harmony

between a human being and its environment. Richards (1980) stresses that com-

fort is a state of a person involving a sense of subjective well-being, in reaction

to an environment or situation. In conclusion: comfort is not yet clearly defined,

yielding an on-going debate in the literature, but there are some issues that are

not under debate, namely

¡ comfort is a construct of a subjectively-defrned personal nature;

¡ comfort is a reaction to an external factor, a product or environment;

o comfort is affected by factors of a various nature (physical, physiological,

psychological).

In other words: though comfort is an individual subjective matter, we need an

environment or product to experience comfort, while this experience is physi-

cally, physiologically and psychologically mediated.

Dis comfort v ersus comfort

How is discomfort related to comfort? Roughly, there are three views on this

matter.

First, some have conceptualised comfort as two discrete states: comfort Presence

and comfort absence, where comfort has been simply dehned as the absence of

discomfort and vice versa (Hertzberg, 1958; Floyd & Roberts, 1958). This has two

meaningful implications. Comfort does not necessarily entail a positive affect

(Branton, 1969), and the ultimate goal of product designers is reaching the state

of absence of discomfort, where the working individual is oblivious of the fact

that he or she is seated (Bishu et al., 1991).

Secondly, many believe that comfort and discomfort are two opposites on a con-

tinuous scale, ranging from extreme discomfort through a neutral state to ex-

treme comfort. One can distinguish ordered levels of subjective resPonses across

the entire continuum from strongly positive (extreme comfort) to strongly nega-

tive (extreme discomfort).

Third, some argue that comfort and discomfort are not strictly the opposites to

each other. Instead, they state that comfort and discomfort are different con-

structs which are affected by distinctly different variables (Kleeman, 1981;

Kamijo et al., 1982). Feelings of discomfort are mainly associated with pain,

tiredness, soreness and numbness which are assumed to be imposed by physical

factors tike joint angles, tissue pressure and circulation blockage. Comfort, on

the other hand, is associated with feelings of relaxation and well-being, which

do not only result from physical factors but also from psychosocial and emo-
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tional factors. This view is supported by experiments showing that aesthetic de-

sign matters wÍth respect to comfort, but not to discomfort (Helander & Zhang,

1997). It was also found that at low discomfort rates, comfort rating may range

form very low to very high. At high discomfort rates however, comfort ratings

are also low. Thus, discomfort has a dominant effect.

For the designer, this third view is interesting, as within this view he is con-

fronted by two challenges (Paul et al., 7997). First, he should reduce discomfort

by creating physically well designed products. Secondly, and even more chal-

Ienging, he should increase comfort, which goes further than the physical opti-

mization. Creating feelings of safety, exceeding expectations, or even provoking

'Wow-sensations' are important in relation to the end-user's comfort.

A modelfor comfoft and discomfort

The view of comfort and discomfort as different entities is modelled in f,rgure 2.1,

where underlying factors are presented on a human, product and context level.

HUMAN

CONTEXT

Figure 2.1 Theoretical model of comfod and discomfort and its underlying factors at a man,
product and context level

The left part of this model concerns discomfort. Physical processes underlie dis-

comfort. For an operator of an earth moving machine the physical characteristics

of the cabin (e.g. location of seat and handles, climatic conditions), the environ-

ment (the riding surface, window reflections) and his task (the operation of the

handles or steering wheel) expose the operator to physical loading factors (pres-

q
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sure, force, joint angles, micro-climatic loading), which may lead internally to a

loading dose in terms of muscle activation, internal force, intra-discal pressure,

nerve and circulation inclusion, and skin and body temperature rÍse. These in-

voke chemical, physiological and biomechanical responses. The perception of

these responses underlies the feelings of discomfort.

The right part of the model concerns comfort, i.e. feelings of relaxation and well-

being. Again, the influential factors are presented on a human, product and con-

text level. At a context level not only the physical features are assumed to play a

role, but also psychosocial factors like job satisfaction and social support. At the

product level the aesthetic design of the cabin may affect the feelings of comfort.

At human level the influential factors are assumed to be individual expectation

and other individual feelings or emotions.

2.3 From model to design

The model in hgure 2.1 shows us the aspects that are important for comfort and

discomfort. From the model we can deduce several issues that should be recog-

nized by the designer who aims to design a cabin with minimal discomfort and

maximal comfort for the operator:

. comfort and discomfort are affected at a human, product and context level.

Therefore, it is important in product design to involve the end-user in the

design process and to take the relevant features of the task and the envi-

ronment into account;

¡ for reducing feelings of discomfort it is important to pay attention to all

possible loading factors. These include awkward body postures (back angle,

neck angle, upper arm and wrist angles, knee and ankle angles), pressure

distribution and shear forces at the contact level of human body and seat

and back rest, back compression, whole body vibrations, as well as micro-

climatic loading factors. The challenge is to design such that all possible

Ioading factors we can think off are minimized;

¡ for creating comfort it is important to pay attention to the aesthetic design

of the cabin. It is important to get the right picture of the end-user, his emo-

tions and expectations about a new cabin. Factors affecting these emotions

(smell, noise, former experiences, and others) should be known. Exceeding

the expectations of the future end-user is difhcult, but of major importance.
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Seat comfort
Denis A. Coelho

Human Technology Group, Dept. of Electromechanical Engineering, University of Beira

Interior, 6201-001 Covilha, Portugal

3.1 Introduction

In the context of the design of a wheel loader cabin, comfort can be viewed from

several important perspectives - thermal, auditory, sitting, or cognitive (usabil-

ity). The focus of this contribution is on seat design and comfort. The aim is to

describe the current state ofknowledge in this held, to review current designs of

wheel loader cabin seats and to outline design challenges for the near future.

The cabin seat is one of the interfaces between the human operator and the

wheel loader. In terms of vehicle design, four design criteria for the automobile

driver/operator seat were listed by Reynolds (1993): the seat must position the

operator with unobstructed vision and within reach of all vehicle controls; it
must accommodate the operator's size and shape; it should be comfortable for

extended periods; it should provide a safe zone for the operator in an accident.

In addition, the seat should support him, or her, in achieving a way of sitting

that helps to prevent health problems in the back, shoulders and neck. As a work

tool the wheel loader seat has to be comfortable for long uninterrupted periods

of time that can reach several hours. Travel to and from work sites adds to the

time the operator sits in the cabin. Accidents may occur in both the work periods

when the wheel loader is used as a tool and in the periods when the wheel

loader's function is then primarily ofa transport vehicle to the operator. The op-

erator is subjected to vibration from the wheel loader operation (engine, terrain
irregularities and bucket load cycles).

3.2 State of knowledge

Seat design needs to consider accommodation, support, comfort and health re-

quirements. Accommodation and adjustments refer to seat dimensions and reach

to controls. Fitting the seat conf,rguration to the occupant's size and shape refers

to support, comfort and health requirements. Comfort also refers to stiffness,

contour, climate, memory and vehicle features that promote occupant comfort.

11
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Reynolds (1993) gives a review of automobile seat design guidelines for accom-

modation and comfort requirements.

Acco mmo datio n an d supp ort

Seat cushion size is dimensioned for accommodation of the seated occuPant's

buttock and thigh dimensions. The cushion must be contoured and soft at the

'waterfall' under the knee to avoid occlusion of fluids in the leg (Åkerblom,

1954). Lateral space in the seat backrest must accommodate the physical dimen-

sions of the torso. Horizontal adjustments accommodate differences in leg length

that are associated with seat cushion height and preferred knee angle. Seat back

angle adjustments accommodate differences in arm length and occupant pre-

ferred hip angle, and affect intervertebral disc pressure. According to Pheasant

(1996), in designing a seat the lumbar spine should be supported in its neutral

position (i.e. with a modest degree of lordosis) without the need for muscular

effort. This can be achieved by a semi-reclined sitting Position with a backrest

contoured to the form of the user's lumbar spine. Seat back inclination has less

effect on lumbar lordosis than the supporting surface (Porter & Norris, 1987).

Comfort and health

Seat comfort has been the object of research concerning the factors that influ-

ence subjective comfort. Factors considered include muscular activity, Posture,

interface pressure, elasticity and dampening of the seat. Time sitting and fre-

quency ofposture changes are also considered.

The seat should reduce postural stress and optimize muscular effort. An electro-

myography study of the torso muscles activity of a sample of 8 people of the

male sex was carried out by Reed et al. (1991). The study reveals that the fre-

quency of muscular activity was higher in the seats with f,rrmer padding and

smaller width, increasing postural stress and muscular effort. The study by Reed

et al. (1991) also identified a threshold sitting time of about one and a half hour

separating short term from long term subjective comfort impressions. Surface

electromyography was used by Lamotte et al. (1996) to investigate the headrest

comfort in car seats, with the particiPation of I volunteers. The study assumed

that the antomobile seat used was more comfortable when f,rtted with a head-

rest, than without one. However, differences found between experiments with

and without headrests were weak. Only half of the subjects exhibited lower sur-

face electromyography with a headrest.

The amount ofposture change that occurs during sitting has been sought for use

as an aspect of behaviour and indicator of seat comfort. Diffrculties have been
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found with using this concept - it is generally agreed that some changes in pos-

ture are desirable, and of course some are necessary due to task demands (Cor-

Iett, 1990). Orthopaedics, as well as ergonomics, recommends frequent or at

Ieast occasional changes of position. This calls for a 'dynamic' seat that allows

easy changes of sitting posture (Grandjean, 1993). Seat dimensions, contour,

stiffness and cover materials should enhance the occupant's ability to change

positions, since comfortable support for many postures is essential. In an ex-

periment, using a static adjustable platform simulating the automobile driving

workstation, Porter and Gyi (1998) aimed at f,rnding the optimum posture that

would promote comfort in automobile driving. These authors present ranges of
joint angles adopted by the subjects when requested to find a comfortable pos-

ture in long term sitting evaluations (two and a half hours). This data cannot be

applied to wheel loader cabin seats, given the visual demands of work, which are

connected with the operative range of the lift arm and bucket. The preferred

postures ofwheel loader operators, which ought to be investigated, are likely to

consist in more upright sitting. Orthopaedics has developed an extensive under-

standing of low back pain, its symptoms and treatment. The connection between

seat design properties and low back pain is not, however, thoroughly under-

stood. A general recommendation of orthopaedists is that a good seat should

support the natural curves ofthe back.

The body is composed ofsoft and hard tissues that have different load-deflection

characteristics. The seat is composed of different materials; seat contour, uphol-

stery seams, foams and suspension affect pressure distribution in the

seat/occupant interface. Pressure distribution represents a complex interaction

between occupant and seat. A flatter seat cushion surface will raise pressure un-

der the ischial tuberosities and a contoured surface will distribute pressure un-

der the soft tissues (Pheasant, 1996). cyi and Porter (1999) demonstrated that the

simple quantif,rcation of interface pressure as an indicator of discomfort is not

satisfactory, making it impossible to find a simple relationship between pressure

and discomfort in seats. Furthermore, Goonetilleke (1998) presents evidence for a

complex relationship between these two variables and introduces the concept of
a threshold value of pressure to delineate between the experience of a positive

sensation and discomfort. This author suggests that if pressures are below the

threshold value it would be best to distribute the forces, while higher pressures,

closer to the 'mean tolerance value', should be localized to relieve discomfort

caused by simultaneous neuron f,rrings over large areas.

Exposure to vibration has been linked to low back pain (Troup, 1978). Thus, seat

design must also consider the vehicle, cabin and seat suspension system and the

13
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vibration transmitted to the seat occuPant. Signihcant correlation between sub-

jective comfort of the seated person and some technical properties of seats was

found by Park et al. (1998). The main variables significantly associated with com-

fort were the level of deformation of the seat and its backrest and also the dy-

namic constant of elasticity and the hardness of the foam padding in the seat

and backrest. Ebe and Griffin (2000a) have shown that judgements of overall seat

discomfort (in flat seat cushions made of foam or wood and without any contour

or backrest) are influenced by both static seat characteristics (e.g. seat stiffness)

and dynamic seat characteristics (e.g. vibration magnitude). In a subsequent re-

port (Ebe & Griffin, 2000b) a predictive equation of overall subjective seat dis-

comfort was presented, based solely on seat stiffness and vibration magnitude

variables, and assuming the form of Steven's psychophysical law. These results

indicate a certain tolerance to vibration caused by discomfort, which however

decreases with the further increase of vibration dose and the increase of seat

stiffness.

Discussion

The complexity ofseat comfort has not yet been understood. There is a consider-

able amount of research that identif,res relevant factors for the evaluation of

overall seat comfort. This research is centred in physiological and biomechanical

aspects. However, the correlation between the multitude of identified factors

and subjective comfort is not yet established. For this reason, the pragmatic and

industrial evaluation of seat comfort will continue to rely on the subjective

judgements of humans performing sitting trials. Radically new seat designs are,

therefore, not encouraged and instead the development should Progress towards

the gradual evolution of existing ones (assuming their design has been evolving

based on people's experiences with the seats). Subjective evaluation ofthe seats

in real task settings (in a moving vehicle and in work conditions) should always

be part of the development Process. Occupant's behaviour and personal prefer-

ence need to be accounted for in seat design using questionnaires and interviews

(for a feasibility review of some methods on subjective evaluation of seats see:

Coelho & Dahlman, 2OOO). A good balance between the design for task, occupant

comfort and safety is needed; this requires a scientif,rc approach and collabora-

tion between medicine and engineering. In addition, informed and collaborative

seat occupants are in a better position to optimize their sitting comfort.

74
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3.3 Current wheel loader seat design

This section is based on a survey of some of the cabin and seat designs of wheel

Ioaders in the European market and unstructured observations ofwheel loaders

in operation.

Accommodation, seat adjustments and headrest

Accommodating the operator's size and shape requires the seat to be designed

with the anthropometric dimensions of the target population of users in mind.

For most wheel loader makes surveyed, a standard seat is offered for the world

market. Limiting user restrictions such as thigh length (small user) or hip

breadth (big user) may lead to dissatisfaction of users in the opposite extreme of

the anthropometric range, unless compensating seat adjustments are included.

Currently available adjustments of the seat include fore-aft position, seatback

angle, Iumbar support, bottom cushion height, armrest angle and seat suspen-

sion stiffness.

A headrest is fitted in some of the models surveyed. However, experience from

flreld studies in automobile seat comfort shows that many times the headrest is

not used as a rest for the head but either as a rest for the neck or not used at all.

Power adjustments are not commonly f,rtted into the seat, nor are seat settings

memories (both may increase comfort and efficiency in changing posture during

work periods or changing settings for different operators). The human spine dif-

fers in size and shape among people; providing support and comfort to the

seated person requires a seat backrest, that is adjustable towards people's indi-

vidual characteristics. Providing adjustable lumbar support (in height and depth)

an articulation at roughly shoulder level and an adjustable headrest (in height

and tilt angle) would be advantageous improvements from the current designs

towards supporting the spine and its normal curvatures (Coelho & Dahlman,

1999a).

Lateral support and seat belt

An inclined ground where the wheel loader is working may force the operator to

slide laterally in the seat. Such effect can affect efficiency of the task, comfort

and posture ofthe operator. Seat side supports would be benef,rcial to counteract

these effects on the operator. To avoid conditioning the accommodation range

and losing functionality the side supports should be adjustable in width (Coelho

& Dahlman, 1999b). In the same way, the headrest can act as a side restrainer, if
it is fitted with side supports. The absence of side supports may condition the

15
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operators to prefer level rather than inclined terrain. Providing side suPPorts in

the backrest should then be accompanied by the provision of a terrain gradient

information display, warning the operator if inclination level of the terrain is too

big for safe operation of the lift arm and bucket. A retractable seat belt 76mm

(3inch) wide is currently fitted in compliance with SAE J386 ("operator restraint

system"). Three or four point seat belts could contribute to assuring body stabil-

ity in the seat in case of inclination, besides adding to the restraining of the op-

erator in the event of a crash or rollover.

Armrests and wrist support

Armrests are provided in most cabin seats of the surveyed wheel loader models,

some also provide an adjustable padded wrist support associated with the right

armrest for a more comfortable operation of hydraulic control levers. Armrests

contribute to support the weight of the torso. The armrests should contact the

fleshy part of the forearm, but unless very well padded they should not engage

the bony parts of the elbow where the highly sensitive ulnar nerve is near the

surface (Pheasant, 1996). Facilitating ingress/egress to and from the seat may

require the armrests to be articulated.

Position in the cabin and visibility

Current wheel loader designs position the seat in the middle of the cabin (usually

the cabin is designed for one person only; however, some models can be fitted

with an optional instructor seat). This placement of the seat is probably the most

adequate providing a centred view to the lift arm and bucket and the front

wheels. Most models have a big window area all around the cabin and a curved

hood to improve rear outside visibility.

Thermal and friction aspects

Heated seats and air conditioning are proposed as optional equipment by some

of the manufacturers, contributing to the oPerators' control over thermal dis-

comfort. Vinyl seat covets are not recommended due to low friction (giving

lower postural support) and low vapour permeability.

D amp ening of vib r ation s

Mechanical vibrations transmitted to the operator are, in current designs, ab-

sorbed by the seat susPension (mechanical and adjustable for the oPerator's

weight or an air suspension). The operator contacts other interfaces (floor, ped-

als, steering wheel, lever controls), which are presently not dampened. This
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causes different modes of vibration in the operator's contact with the cabin,

which is bound to be uncomfortable and affects the precision of movements.

Other vibration dampening solutions, such as providing a block suspension for

the cabin as a whole instead of for the seat, may improve oPerator comfort.

Other requirements common to the professional drivers seat

A wheel loader seat should also fulfil the requirements of the professional driver

seat including being extensively adjustable (including seat cushion length ad-

justment), providing increased suppoft (side supports, headrest, armrests), hav-

ing user-friendly controls, and being f,rtted with a high friction, durable and high

vapour permeability cover.

3.4 Future design challenges

In summary (concerning the directions for improvement pointed out in the pre-

vious section), what should be thoroughly evaluated and subjectively assessed in

the near future towards extending the seated occupant's comfort and postural

support, is: adjustable lumbar support (in height and depth), providing an ar-

ticulation (with adjustable angle) at roughly shoulder level in the seat backrest,

htting adjustable headrests (in height and tilt angle), fitting lower torso side

supports (adjustable in width), providing key power adjustments and a seat set-

tings memory function, fitting the seat with three or four point seat belts, and

providing a block suspension for the whole cabin instead of the current seat air

suspension. An empirical investigation into operators preferred working pos-

tures should be part ofthe development process.
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4 Vision
Matthias Roetting
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Bergdriesch 27, 52062 Aachen, Germany

4.7 Introduction

Vision is of paramount importance in many of the tasks carried out by a wheel

Ioader operator.

The whole area ofvision encompasses three aspects:

1. the visual capabilities ofthe operator,

2. the characteristics of the environment the wheel loader is operated in, and

3. the design of the wheel loader itself.

This chapter will focus on the design of the cabin and other parts of the wheel

Ioader. The influence of certain environmental conditions, e.g. weather, will be

taken into account. It will be assumed that the operator has normal visual ca-

pacities.

Wheel loaders come in many different sizes and typically consist of two units

with one axis each. The two units articulate around a central pivot arrangement

which enables the vehicle to be steered. The driver cabin can be on either ofthe

two main units. If the operators workplace is positioned on the front unit, the

relation between cabin and bucket is constant.

Wheel loaders are typically used for loading and unloading goods, rnainly bulk

material, and in transporting goods over short distances. In addition, longer dis-

tances have to be covered to bring the vehicle to different sites. Sometimes

wheel loaders will be equipped with other machinery instead of the bucket, e.g.

for milling the surface of snowy roads or with a log grapple for loading logs. But

the demands on vision during such tasks are very similar to the operation with

the standard bucket.

Driving a vehicle and positioning goods can both be described in a control model

ofnested loops ofnavigation, guidance and control (cf. Sheridan, 1992; see flrgure

4.1). Visual perception is needed for all levels. Vision is needed in navigation, the

planning ofa driving task or the planning ofa goods loading and unloading task,

e.g. for the selection of a travel route. In vehicle and goods guidance as well as

during the stabilization of the vehicle or the goods (control), optical features of

the environment need to be analyzed.
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Figure4.1 Navigation, guidance and control model (Sheridan, 1992). Applied to the opera-

tion of a wheel loader, the controlled process is the position in space and time of

the wheel loader itself and of the goods handled

Four steps are proposed by NIOSH Mining Safety & Health Research (2001), citing

Sanders and Kelley (1931), to assess the visibility line of sight:

1. specify the information requirements (conducting a task analysis);

2. identify, rate and locate visual features (determine which visual features pro-

vide the information the operator needs for a certain task);

3. specify the visibility requirements (either by (1) specifying "visual windows"

of given size or location or by (2) specifying specihc points in space that

must be visible);

4. assess the fields ofvisibility (rate the visibility from operators station).

The information required is either located in the environment the wheel loader

is operating in, can be perceived from the wheel loader itself, e.g. the position of

the bucket or can be displayed within the drivers cabin.

Outside views are required for the driving and loading tasks in a changing envi-

ronment. Other vehicles and people have to be observed, shiftÍng of material has

to be anticipated and taken into account. Inside views are required to check the

state of the wheel loader, to read the displays, to locate controls or to locate

other items within the cabin.

The viewing of the outside can be either direct through the windows and other

openings of the drivers cabin or indirect with the help of mirrors or cameras.

Special consideration is required for work under advelse environmental condi-

tions, e.g. during night, Iooking directly into the sun, or during rain, fog or

snow.

Figure 4.2 shows the percentage of time an oPeratorviews certain areas of inter-

est for a coach and a combine harvester. Despite the difference in the tasks in-
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volved, the time spend viewing the iaside of the cabin is of the same order with

5o/o for the coach and almost 7o/o for the combine harvester. Similar results were

reported by Göbel et al. (1998) and Göbel (1999) for short haul bus and tram

drivers with values of about 5o1o to 8o/o for inside views including communication

with customers. Greater influence of the task is seen when comparing the time

spend looking into the mirrors: the values are L2.30/o for the tram (Göbel, 1999),

70.2o/o fot the short haul bus (GöbeI et al., 1998), 2o/o lor tlte coach and less than

7o/o for the combine harvester (Rötting et al., 2000). Depending on the task, val-

ues in the range reported are to be expected for the wheel loader for views di-

rected to the inside of the cabin and the mirro¡s.

Figure 4.2 Percentage of time an operator views certain areas of interest for a coach (left)

and a combine harvester (right) (Rötting et al., 2000)

4.2 Inside vision

Inside views are required to read displays, might be needed to locate and operate

the controls or to locate other items within the cabin.

Displays should be positioned within areas A or B depicted in figure 4.3. The

more important the information displayed, the more central to the normal

viewing axis the display should be positioned. But Ít must be kept in mind that

information from the environment might be more important and therefore it
should be checked which part ofthe outside view is obsqured by the display. Dif-

ferences in the eye point ofdrivers ofdifferent size and due to variable seat posi-

tions have to be taken into account (Vedder, 1997).
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Figure4.3 Position of displays in the vertical and horizontal field of view (Vedder, 1997, cf.

DIN EN 894, part 2,1992)

Information from the displays within the cabin should be comprehendible within

short amounts of time to minimize the 'eyes off the road time' (e.g. Rötting,

2001). Zwahlen et al. (1988) proposed the graph reprinted in f,rgure 4.4 to deter-

mine the acceptable number of looks and average duration per look inside a car

to safely operate a car. The data in figure 4.4 are based partially on the results of

an experiment driving a car with 40 mph on a straight lane road while operating

a simulated CRT touch panel control. The speed of a wheel loader will be consid-

erable slower, but the driving environment is very often narrower and more de-

manding. In addition, the operator has to control not only the vehicle, but the

load as well.

Vibration in the cabin should be on a low level, not only to minimize adverse af-

fects on the operators health, but not to interfere with the legibility of the dis-

plays (e.g. Boff & Lincoln, 1988).
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Figure 4.4 Acceptable number of looks and average duration per look inside a car to safely
operate a car (Zwahlen et al., 1988)

4.3 Outside view

Three areas can be distinguished in the outside view: the area in front ofthe ve-

hicle, the area behind the vehicle and the working area. In manoeuvring the

sides the vehicle must be in good view as well, since accidents have been re-

ported involving others working close to the moving vehicle (e.g. GROf-ABG,

2000).

Vedder (1997) developed a guideline for the ergonomic design of commercial ve-

hicles and proposes to weight the importance ofthese three areas depending on

the task (see table 4.1). The typical tasks of a wheel loader can be characterized

as loading/unloading with transport, moving forward and backward, yielding an

almost equal importance of the three areas.
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Table 4.1Weight factors for the different areas of the outside view (Vedder, 1997, abbrevi-

ated)

Task front view work area view rear view

Transport 0.8

Transport with loading/unloading 0.6

Loading/unloading with transpotl 0.4

Loading/unloading with transport, moving 0.3

forward and backward

Loading/unloadingorhandling/processingwith- 0.2

out transport

The evaluation ofthe visibility can not be done for wheel loaders in general, but

only for specif,ic makes. A recent study by Vedder (1997; 1999) evaluated the er-

gonomic design of two wheel loaders (Zettelmeyer ZL 4002, 1990 model; Volvo

BM L 180 C, 1996 model). Vedder asserts a satisfactory visibility of the area in

front of the vehicle and the working area, but, due to the design of the wheel

Ioaders, a considerably worse visibility ofthe rear area.

Vedder (1997) further states that since the bucket of the wheel loader is posi-

tioned at the front, it will hinder the view of the front area. This hindrance is

dependant on the position ofthe bucket. The restrictions are less ifthe bucket is

in the lowest or highest position. In addition, the A-columns of the cabin occlude

the front view. The view of the work area is not occluded excePt of the area di-

rectly in front of the bucket. The rear view is obstructed by the long engine

compartment. Especially the view close to the vehicle, imPortant in manoeu-

vring, is restricted. The view is further occluded by the exhaust and the air fil-

ters. Both wheel loaders are equipped with windshield washer and wiper for the

front and windshietd wiper for the rear window. The wipers cover a sufficient

area. Fogging can be prevented by the ventilating system. only one of the wheel

Ioaders is equipped with a sun shade of suffrcient size (Vedder, 1997).

The forward visibility of different construction vehicles was comPared by Hella

and Schouller (1999). Figure 4.5 shows the different elements that make up the

occlusion for these different machines. For the loader, the main element is the

engine cover, followed by other elements and the uprights of the cab.
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Figure 4.5 Contribution of elements making up the machine to the masking of forward field
horizontal band, expressed as total occultation percentage (Hella & Schouller,
1 ege)

Directview

Different methods are in use and/or proposed to identify blind spots i¡r the f,reld

of view of an operator (e.g. Giguère & Larue, 1996). Most of them calculate the

visibility for an average person (e.g. 50th percentile male) and only assume a

static posture of the operator. Whereas this makes it easier to compare different

vehicles or to quantify changes made to a vehicle, it is a gross simplification. Op-

erators with different statures will operate a wheel loader and they can and will
change their head and body position dynamically (cf. Land & Horwood, 1996, for
a study of the relation of head and eye movements in driving).

The demands for the direct view of a wheel loader cabin can be summarized as

follows:

¡ the windows should allow the view of as much of the surrounding environ-

ment as possible. Table 4.1 gives an indication of the relative importance of
the different areas for different tasks. The windows should be as low as pos-

sible to allow the viewing of the immediate surrounding;
¡ the number of occlusions (e.g. parts of the cabin frame, the bucket, the

bucket arm, mirrors, displays and other elements within the cabin) should be

minimized. If occlusions can not be prevented, their size should be mi¡ri-

mized;

¡ all windows that are essential for the outside view should be equipped with
windshield wipers and washers. The field of coverage of the windshield

wiper should be maximized;

o reflections f¡om the inside of the cabin should be minimized;
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. blinding by the sun should be prevented by a blind and/or coating of the

window;
. fogging of the windows should be prevented by heated windows and/or ade-

quate ventilation;

¡ distortions due to curvatures of the windows should be minimized'

Indirect view

Indirect vision systems serve fwo PurPoses. They reduce the time necessary to

view e.g. areas behind the vehicle by moving parts of the rear view into the front

view field (Flannagan & Sivak, 1993) and they give access to information neces-

sary for a safe task execution in areas not directly viewable, so called "blind

spots". Indirect "view" can be achieved by means of mirrors or cameras or by

other (technical) means (e.g. collision avoidance systems). There is always a trade

off between the area made visible by the indirect view system and the occlusion

of information in the forward visual field.

The demands for the indirect view for a wheel loader operator can be summa-

rized as follows:

r provide indirect view systems to minimize the number of blind spots;

¡ do not occlude important areas of information with indirect view systems;

¡ all indirect view systems should be easily adjustable to different oPerators

and different operating conditions (e.g. servo adjustable mirrors);

o all indirect view systems should be provided with means to ensure their

function even during adverse environmental conditions (e.g. heated mirrors

to Prevent fogging);

o indirect view systems should be evaluated under working conditions (e.g.

vibrations can redllce the usefulness of indirect view systems)'

4.4 Future challenges

Future challenges in the development ofwheel loaders under the aspect ofvision

are the following:
. development of "dynamic" ways of analyzing vision in wheel loaders (and

other commercial vehicles). This dynamic analysis should account for opera-

tors of different stature and size, should considef body, head and eye move-

ments and should differentiate different demands of the task (e.g. demand-

ing foveal versus peripheral vision);
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. further reduction of occlusions by the vehicle itself. E.g. by minimizing up-

rights of the cabin, minimizing covers, rounding of covers, positioning of ex-

hausts etc. outside ofthe visual field. This can be achieved by an early simu-

lation of the viewing conditions with the help of computer models of the

wheel loader and a representative operator population. Ergonomists should

be involved in the development of a new wheel loader as early as possible;

¡ technical systems can provide information for the different operating tasks.

Here lies the challenge in presenting the information to the operator without
making up new burdens. Possible ways of achieving this are seen in head-up

displays, augmented reality systems, displays utilizing peripheral vision, and

changing the modality e.g. vision to sound.
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5 Interior noise and vibration reduction
Roeland M.M. Hogt

TNO Automotive, Delft, The Netherlønds

5.1 Introduction

Interior noise and vibration is one of the design aspects of machines. This be-

comes of major importance when the machine and man operate together for a

Iong period (i.e. working day). The EuroCabins project investigates the ergo-

nomics of cabins of earth moving machines. Interviews with a representative

selection of operators have shown that noise and poor seat comfort are impor-

tant aspects where improvements are needed.

This chapter briefly introduces the state ofart around this topic, divided in:

f. interior noise;

2. hand-arm and whole-body vibration.

The chapter, based on a literature search and TNO projects, will give the de-

signer some directions to go in optimizing these comfort aspects of the earth

moving machines. First the state of knowledge for both areas is described. Next

to pragmatic solutions new advanced developments will set new targets for

noise and vibration reduction, i.e. active control systems. These will be pre-

sented in the paragraph after. Concluding remarks, a list of (internet) links and

standards and the references will complete the paper.

5.2 State of knowledge

Reduction of the workload by increasing the comfort level has been subject of
many studies. It is therefore impossible to give a complete overview of the devel-

opments in the past and present. Literature has been studied and from this study

some developments have been selected for this chapter. More detailed informa-

tion can be found through the references, the internet links and the standards.

The next paragraphs describe the state of knowledge for the area of interior

noise and body vibration.
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5.2.7 lnterior noise

Re quir em ent s and s tan dar ds

By legal requirements the maximum noise level for a workplace is set to 80

dB(A). Additional to this requirement comfort, market or comPany targets may

set the admissible maximum value of interior noise to a lower level. To interpret

the value of interior noise correctty it is important that this value is determined

according approved measurement standards and that the operating conditions

are well defined.

The noise level measured at the driver's ear is defined by the

¡ the noise level of the sources (like engine, fan, hydraulic pump and motors,

hydraulic valves);

¡ the transmission of the noise;

¡ the design ofthe cabin.

Optimal reduction can however only be achieved if noise reduction is integrated

in the whole design process. In the next paragraph a method for low noise de-

signwillbe presented. This type of noise canbe classif,red as structural and has a

repetitive character. Following to this, so called squeak and rattle, which can also

cause inadmissible inc¡ease of the workload, will be discussed too.

The design process

The design process consists ofthe following stages:

o package ofdemands;

. conceptual design;

¡ detailed design;

. prototyping.

o Package ofdemands

In contrast to the standards for the noise level on the place ofwork, no spe-

cif,rc demands are available for the noise level exposed to the operator of

earth moving machines. The investment in noise reduction is therefore a de-

Iiberation between costs and the added value to the product form market-

ing's point of view.

. Conceptual design

The design systematic has been developed in the European Brite-Euram Pro-

ject Equip (Dittrich, 1999). This development includes a software package

(briefly introduced later in this paragraph). This systematic tool is supple-

mentary to ISO Technical report 77688-1.12 for design of low noise machinery
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and equipment ISO (1998;2000). The choices made in the conceptual design

are essential for the obtainable comfort level with respect to noise and

should be applied for:

- engine (type of engine, position, mounting in the chassis),

- hydraulics (pump + valves, cylinders, tubes),

- pneumatics (pump + valves, cylinders, tubes) and

- electrical components.

Basic rules to minimise the noise level are:

- apply low noise active sources: engine (by using a gas engine or an electri

cal motor instead of a diesel engine), fan (optimized blade geometry, eff,t-

ciency, minimum tip speed, smooth flow, no close obstacles in flow),

transmission (use a belt instead of gear wheel transmission),

pumps/motors/valves (use gear pumps if possible) and in general minimise

rpm, Ioading and flow velocities, tip speed and turbulence;

- balance noise emission of various sources to avoid excessive noise control

(and cost). This can only be done by first assessing by measurement the

ranking ofsound radiators for a particular machine;

- minimise noise transmissions through:

1 air-borne (AB) paths like leaks, panel and window insulation engine

enclosure.

Use absorption in engine housing and in cabin; sealing of leaks; opti-

mized window and panel insulation for cabin (materials * design); selec-

tion and positioning of best intake * exhaust muffler with cap;

2 structure-borne (SB) paths like engine mounts, cabin mounts

pump/motor and valve mounting. Use effective elastic mounts for en-

gÍne, cabin and hydraulics; avoidance ofresonance;

3 liquid-borne (LB) paths like hydraulic hosing and piping hydraulic

damper/resonator by optimized dimensioning and positioning of piping

and hoses;

- minimise sound radiation from radiators to cabin surface like the engine

exhaust and intake (keep distant and direct away from cabin), fan and

cooling intake turbulence engine radiation and hydraulics radiation;

- apply or optimize elastic isolation, engine enclosure and absorption and

damping materials where effective. Integrate noise damping in conceptual

design;

- detect and avoid obvious noise control errors such as leaks (cabin),

unnecessary transmission through the structure, resonance, rattle, squeak,
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high turbulence, and direct excitation of the cabin (air-borne or structllre-

borne).

¡ Detail design

In the detailed design stage further reduction can be obtained by checking

the design on unnecessary clearance, noise leaks and reasoning panels.

Example

For reducing the noise by the engine an "Engine near-field shield" (Wolf &

Portal 2OO1) can be applied. The shields consist of a basic load bearing body

(generally made of a polyamide compound) in conjunction with an absorp-

tion element made of acoustically effective polyurethane foam. The fastening

of the neutralising comPonents consists of an elastomeric mixture corre-

sponding to the vibration technological requirements. For the functionality a

distinction has been made between frequency in the range of the engine lev-

els and higher frequency engine noise (i.e. combustion noise). In order to

minimise the excessive and unavoidable noise resulting from the design of

components in the area of the lower engine levels, it is necessary to employ

a suffrciently rigid structure for the cover as well as suitable insulation of

structure-borne noise by means of tuneable decoupling elements. Depending

on the on the frequency a reduction can be obtained uP to 8 dB (Yamaki et

al., 1999).

. prototyping

However the possibilities are limited in this stage of the design, measure-

ments of the noise level may lead to a further optimization. Possible solu-

tions can be found in relocating comPonents and the use of damping and ab-

sorbing materials.

Diagnostic measurement techniques for source identihcation and ranking are for

example:

¡ sound intensity measurement,

¡ order analysis and

o vibrationmeasurements.

Applicable calculation techniques are dynamic and acoustic f,rnite element cal-

culation and Statistical Energy analysis. It is however most imPortant to create a

visual noise path model of the machine, indicating the relevant comPonents

generating the noise, AB/SB/LB transmission paths and radiators, and the re-

ceiver (operator ear position). Once this is clear, even without detailed measure-
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ments or calculations, a hrst proposal for noise control measures can be made.

TNO's EQUIP* software for noise path modelling provides a tool to perform this

task (see f,rgure 5.1).

This development partly took place within the Brite-Euram project 'EQUIP' (Dit-

trich, 1997). The resulting software is now in part available for industrial appli
cation. The Noise Path Modelling System is based on a library of:

¡ noise generation mechanisms;

o generic machine and structural components;

¡ acoustic devices (enclosures, isolators, etc.);

+il:l
Focussed on the cabin only

vibro-acoustic optimization

can be done using Multi-Dis-

ciplinary Optimization

(MDO) techniques (Miccoli,

1999). This technique, inte-

grated in Computer Aided

Engineering (CAE) tools, cre-

ates Response Surface model

(RSM) of each design output

as function of the design in-

put. With a minimal of
simulation runs it turns out

possible to identify the most critical design inputs, quantify how the design in-

puts influence the design outputs, detect correlated design outputs, predict de-

sign output values for untried design input values and estimate the manufac-

turability of the product with regard to the design outputs. Figure 5.2 shows the

earth moving machine cab 3D structural model.

Figure 5.1 Noise path model of a diesel engine aggre-
gate
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Figure 5 2 The earth moving machine cab 3D structural model

Squeak and rattle noise

Not mentioned in the previous Part is the non-repetitive noise of Squeak and

Rattle (S&R) (Automotive Engineering, 2001). S&R noise is highly dynamic, pre-

senting difhculties for some types of analysis. Furthermore, S&R events meas-

ured in real driving environments often have other, higher-level acoustic events.

For example, when a vehicle crosses a large, abrupt road irregularity, a non-S&R

acoustic event usually will be generated by the impact. There also can be a cor-

responding s&R event, but at a very low level compared to the acoustic impact.

This low relative level merely adds to the analysis difficulty. Many squeaks and

rattles occur from sliding contact between interior plastic Parts. A tensile tester

was used to measure the friction force of a plastic sliding on itself. When stick

slip occurred during sliding, amplitude of the stick slip was used to describe the

tendency for the sliding pairs to make noise. The plastics examined are polypro-

pylene (PP), polycarbonate (PC), acrylonitrilebutadienestyrene (ABS), polyamide 6

(PA6), potyoxymethylene (PoM), PC/ABS blend and ABS/PA blend. PP had the low-

est stick slip amplitude. The ranking of the test materials, according to increas-

ing stick slip amplitude, are PP, ABS, PC/ABS, PC, ABS/PA, POM, and PA6.

5.2.2 Vibration þody)
Vibration control in drivers' seat is a Permanent research topic. Not only the im-

portance of prolonged exposure to excessive vibration influence us stressed but

also the importance of exposure to occasional large bumps is inevitable in real-

ity.
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Re quir em ent s a.n d. stan d o.r ds

A guide for the evaluation of human exposure to whole-body vibration in the

range 0-80 Hz is described in the ISO standard 2637.In this range the standard

distinguishes two ranges:

o 0.5 Hz to 80 Hz for health comfort and perception and

¡ 0.1H2 to 0.5 Hz for motion sickness.

Limits are given for use according to the three general recognisable criteria of

preserving comfort. These limits are influences by the measuring position and

also scaled by frequency weighting curves. The frequency weighting curve is de-

flrned per direction (x , y and z) and for respectively the exposure to health, com-

fort, perception and motion sickness.

The design process

General rules like those that have been discussed for the interior noise are also

applicable for the whole body vibration. Further to this a special area is the

driver seat comfort. Here a compromise should be found between comfort and

control. A stiff seat spring reduces the comfort but increases the controllability

and prevents for the motion sickness.

Research (Hogget et al., 1995) has shown that for standard driver seats with air

spring a strong coherence between the input and output signal is found for fre-

quency up to 2 Hz. With increasing frequency up to about 10 Hz this coherence

drops down to zero. The transfer function is very much depending on the con-

f,rguration of the driver chair. One of the problems comes from the height control

of the chair. A combination of reducing height with an upward vertical accelera-

tion may result in high acceleration shocks. These can be prevented by a case

sensitive height control or by adding additional damping at the end of the

stroke.

A compromise between comfort and controllability has been found in for exam-

ple electro pneumatic active seat suspension systems (Stein, 2000). The vibration

control is facilitated by a combination of a 'sky hook' feed back loop and a feed

forward loop working in the so-called 'sky cloud' principle, compensating for

base vertical vibration. The system is especially of interest for vehicles with an

unsprung chassis like earth moving machines.

In order to optimize the seat comfort, computer aided techniques like vehicle

dynamics simulations can be of great help. Here the following stages should be

distinguished:
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. modelling the vehicle as a whole;

. definition of the movements of the vehicle (for example by logging them on

a existing vehicle at work) and the seat relative to the vehicle;

o analysis of the effects of the present configuration on comfort, etc. and mo-

tion sickness;

o validation of the model;

. optimization the seat suspension (or maybe also the cabin mounting to the

chassis) with resPect to comfort, etc. and motion sickness.

Human sensing models as presented in paragraph 5.3 can be of great help to

an objective rating ofthe present and future conf,rguration.

Thus an solution could be found in replacing some components or if necessary

revising the complete design of the seat suspension by for example replacing it
by an active suspension. In this way, the use of computer simulation can give the

necessary data to decide for the optimum between costs and performance.

5.3 Future design challenges

Future design of cabins may be improved by use of following developments:

1. development op active systems;

2. application of sensing human model in simulations.

Not worked out here but a general future design challenge is the reduction ofthe

noise by optimizing conventional solutions ($ 5.2.1) and the deliberation be-

tween costs and added value to the product from marketing's Point of view.

Development of active sYstems

Active control is sound held modiflrcation, particularly sound f,reld cancellation,

by electro acoustical means. In its simplest form, a control system drives a

speaker to produce a sound f,reld that is an exact mirror image of the offending

sound (the "disturbance"). The speaker thus "cancels" the disturbance, and the

result is no sound at all. In practice, of course, active control is somewhat more

complicated (Ruckmann, 200 1).

The name differentiates "active control" from traditional "passive" methods for

controlling unwanted sound and vibration. Passive noise control treatments in-

clude "insulation", silencers, vibration mounts, damping treatments, absorptive

treatments such as ceiling tiles, and conventional mufflers like the ones used on

today's automotive application. Passive techniques work best at middle and high

frequencies, and are important to nearly all products in today's increasingly
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noise-sensitive world. But passive treatments can be bulky and heavy when used

for low frequencies. The size and mass of passive treatments usually depend on

the acoustic wavelength, making them thicker and more massive for lower fre-

quencies. The light weight and small size of active systems can be a critically

important benef-rt; see later sections for other benefits (Ruckmann, 2001).

The most successful demonstrations of active control have been for controlling

noise in enclosed spaces such as ducts, vehicle cabins, exhaust pipes, and head-

phones. Note, however, that most demonstrations have not yet made the transi-

tion into successful commercial products.

Application of sensing human model in simulations

Research of the rating of the comfort level earth moving construction equipment

(I(umar et al., 1999) has compared the subjective and objective rating of comfort.

In this research three pieces of earth moving construction equipment have been

used by each operator. The equipment was grouped into three size categories

(small, medium and large). Both static and dynamic activities were evaluated.

The psychophysical ratings of the vÍbration level have been compared with the

objective measures. The study demonstrated that the size of the equipment and

activity were significant determinants of the psychophysical ratings. Also the

psychophysical ratings of vibration levels and discomfort correlated well. But

weaker correlation was evident between subjective ratings and quantitative vi
bration levels.

A better understanding of the subjective ratings can be achieved by application

of human models in simulations. These kind of models have been developed for

the MADYMO multi body simulation package (Oudenhuizen et al., 2000). A range

of MADYMO human models has been developed and validated for impact simula-

tion. These include multibody full body models, multibody detailed segment

models, FE segment models and a full FE human model. The human models are

multi-directional and are therefore applicable for frontal, Iateral and rearward

impact.

The multibody mid-size male model is currently being validated with the aim to

develop a virtual-testing-tool which can predict comfort in automotive driving

conditions. Using the human model in a virtual test environment instead of tests

with dummies has the following advantages:

o the human model accurately represents the geometry of the human body,

which is important in the analysis of pressure distributions;

o the effects of muscle activity can be incorporated in human models;

¡ virtual testing is a relative cheap and efficient tool in the design process.
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The MADYMO human model will be used

to model the interaction between the hu-

man and the vehicle, with the objective to

predict mechanical parameters that are

related to the subjective feeling of comfort.

Both static and dynamic comfort are con-

sidered. The static comfort analysis focuses

on the prediction of posture, joint angles,

joint forces and torque, and seat pressure.

The dynamic comfort analysis includes

@

predictions of the dynamic body motion due to vibrations, joint forces and

torque, seat pressure, and accelerations. A number ofvibration tests with volun-

teers has been performed to validate the human model for dynamic comfort.

Next to the multibody human model, detailed FE sub models will be used for the

pressure analysis. The multibody human model is presented in figure 5.3.

5.4 Concluding remarks

This chapter has presented all kinds of measures which can be taken to reduce

the noise and vibration focussed on earth moving vehicles. It has shown that

targets only can be reached ifnoise and vibration reduction is incorporated in all

development stages of the vehicle.

For the reduction ofnoise and high frequency vibration a pragmatic solution like

the use of a noise path model can already lead to good results. Computer aided

techniques are relevant too. In the low frequency vibration with respect to seat

comfort aided techniques are a necessity to reach the optimum between comfort

and controllability of the earth moving machines.

Concluding this chapter it is clear that both noise technology and vibration

technology give enough chances to come to a signihcant improvement. If a

manufacturer wants to apply these, is however a deliberation between costs and

the added value to the product form marketing's point of view.

\

Figure 5 3 The MADYMO multibody

model
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5.5 Internet links and international standards

Internet links

. www.sae.org

. wvvw.NvHmaterials.com

Intern øtio nal Standar ds

¡ Interior noise:

- ISo/DIS 6394:,1995

Acoustics. Measurement of airborne noise emitted by earth moving ma-

chinery. Operatot's position. Stationary test condition

- IS0 6396:1993

Acoustics. Measurement at the operator's position of noise emitted by

earth-moving machinery. Dynamic test conditions

¡ Exterior noise (not discussed in this paper):

- IS0 6395/DAM 1: 1996

Acoustics. Measurement of exterior noise emitted by earth-moving ma-

chinery. Dynamic test conditions

- ISO/DIS 6393: 1995

Acoustics. Measurement of exterior noise emitted by earth-moving ma-

chinery. Stationary test conditions

. BodY vibration:

- ISO 2631-1: L997

Mechanical vibration and shock - Evaluation of human exposure to while

body vibration- Part 1 general requirements
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6 (Changes in) human dimensions
Ae r no ut J.K. O u de nhuij z e n

TNO Human Factors, Soesterberg, The Netherlands

6.1 Introduction

TNO is involved in various automotive R&D projects. Next to these projects we

are involved in procurement programs involving vehicles for land, sea and air.

Often we are confronted with anthropometric accommodation problems con-

cerning vehicles. These problems involve tall people not flrtting in the vehicle,

small people not able to reach to essential/task critical controls and dis-

plays/controls positioned so that they are obscured and therefore not quite or

poorly visible. For instance 38o/o of cars submitted were rejected resulting from

'ergonomic problems' in a procurement project involving service-cars for the

Royal Netherlands Army. Most of them did not provide the seated operator with
enough space to be seated properly. In other words, these cars were too small

for the tall Dutch males. It is evident that these tall Dutch males were over-

Iooked during the design process of these vehicles. A step-by-step process, in-

volving simple anthropometric rules, is described to overcome these kinds of
problems during the design of cabin's of wheel-loaders.

This chapter is written to provide a guideline for the anthropometric design

process for cabin's of wheel loaders. Special attention is given towards the de-

termination of the target population for the cabin being designed. Several an-

thropometric data-sources are introduced as well as how to use these data in or-

der to determine the design limits for the cabin.

Various geometric representations are described: 2-D, 3-D, hardware and com-

puter supported digital human modelling systems. The next issue is to determine

the occupants' seated posture in the cabin as well as the needed free space be-

tween the occupant and the cabin. After this several guidelines and recom-

mended practices about positioning ofcontrols and displays are discussed.

Finally the use of prototyping techniques (digital and hardware mock-up testing)

will be discussed.
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6.2 Anthropometry during the concept Phase

'One of the first steps in designing a new motor vehicle is to create the "occu-

pant envelope". This procedure involves establishing the required interior space,

and arranging interior and structural components Ín a manner that is consistent

with the driver and passenger safety, comfort, convenience and accommodation'

(Roe, 1993). This 'occupant envelope' is a crucial element in the conceptual

stages of the design of a cabin. An improper envelope will directly result in er-

gonomic problems for a lot of people. This envelope is to be created as follows:

a. determine the target user population for the cabin. This is being determined

based on market exPectation (EU, Wortd-wide sales, specific country's), Iife

of type (how many years will the vehicle be in use);

b. gather the anthropometric data for the target user population (a wide range

of databases is available);

c. select the design limits for the cabin;

d. create geometric manikins of the target user population;

e. determine the seated posture in the cabin (high, middle or low initial seat

placement);

f. position the manikins in the determined seated Posture;

g. determine the amount of needed free space between occupants and the

cabin;

h. determine the occupant envelope around the seated manikins and position

the workplace elements (steering wheel, side stick controllers, Pedals con-

trols and displays) as well as other structural elements (windows, doors,

ceiling, etc.) around the manikin.

The steps a-h witl be discussed in detail in the sections below.

The target user population

One of the first and very essential steps is to determine the user population for

the cabin being designed. This is a diff,rcult task since one has to make a Progno-

sis of the future users. Marketing specialists need to have a solid opinion of the

market and therefore the future users. This step is very essential because it de-

termines the anthropometric boundaries for the design. It will determine who

will f,rt, and who will not fit in the vehicle. This decision lays constraints on the

vehicles market opportunities. A vehicle accommodating a relative small popula-

tion may not fit the rather tall Dutch population; the marketing opportunities for

this vehicle are then restricted to "smaller" countries. This is caused by an an-

thropometric variability amongst different nations, even in the EU itself. It is
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evident that it will be more difhcult to construct a cabin for a wide variability ar-

ray of nations compared to constructing for a single nation. However, it must be

mentioned that constructing for a small target population can be pennywise but

pound-foolish. One has to bear in mind that many vehicles were originated for a

single nation and eventually sold in other nations resulting in anthropometric

accommodation problems.

Anthr o p o metric data s our c e s

Today several anthropometric databases are available. Most of these databases

represent military populations. Unfortunately, these data do not rePresent the

consumer population for several reasons:

¡ the databases are outdated and do not take into account the secular trend of

acceleration (this is the increase in stature over the years);

o the databases contain selected samples (the military select their recruits

based on anthropometric criteria);

¡ the age-range of subjects measured (the military usually measure young re-

cruits for selection purposes);

¡ insufficient national coverage (e.g. no available data on a speciflrc needed na-

tion);

¡ the physical condition (training).

There are several databases available for international anthropometry. One of

them is a study fromJurgens (1,992). Jurgens gave an overview on the variability

in anthropometric measurements and body proportions of the world population.

In this study Jurgens classihed the world population in 20 groups according to

anthropometric similarity. Data on several percentiles are provided on 19 an-

thropometric values.

Another study is in progress: the CAESAR program (see www.nedscan.nl,

www.sae.org (use the SAE (Society of Automotive Engineers) search-engine for

CAESAR, http://hec.afrl.af.mil/cardlab/caesar). 2-D and 3-D anthropometric data

are gathered in this co-operative project, sponsored by the SAE, between the US

Air Force and TNO Human Factors. The results of this program incorporate con-

ventional anthropometric data as well as 3-D surface scans of subjects (see f,rgure

6.1). These surface scans are a copy ofthe subjects skin. This database will con-

sist of 3,000 American, 1,255 Dutch and about 1,250 ltalian civilian subjects.
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Figure 6.1 An example of 3-D surface scans of subjects

Other databases are more nation specific. Stoudt et al. (1965) reported the results

of a representative study, concerning the American adult population, consisting

of 6,672 subjects. Abraham et al. (1974) rePorted a similar study based on US

men and women aging 18 to 79 years of age. Both studies are based on meas-

urements on civilians, However, these data are somewhat outdated and do not

take into account the secular trend of acceleration.

Select the design limits for the cabin

In many vehicles compromises must be made. For example: the depth of the

cabin of a wheel loader could be restricted for a higher capacity of the vehicle.

This limited depth could result in a poor accommodation of some people in the

intended target population.

Ideally, the cabin would fit all targeted people. However, this is not always pos-

sible or feasible. For instance: the target user population could involve both the

Chinese and the complete Northern European market. This would mean that all

adult Chinese and Northern EuroPeans have to be accommodated. The smallest

Chinese women should ht as well as the tallest Dutchmen. This would result in

the necessity to accommodate a person with a stature of about 1.32m (the P0

Chinese female) and a person with a stature of about 2.65m (P100 Dutch male).

This could only be made possible by constmcting two or more vehicles, a vehicle

for the 'smaller'and for the 'taller' subset of the target user population. The de-
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velopment costs for these two vehicles would probable be doubled. This would

result in a very expensive product line that is not affordable any more.

IJsually compromises are made by means of def,rning 'design limits'. A design

Iimit expresses the accommodated percentage of a target user population. De-

sign limits often use an accommodation target of 9Oo/o,95o/o or even 97.5% of the

target user population. The variability that should be taken into account in-

creases with a higher accommodation target. It is advised to consider a number

of issues in the determination of the design limits. These issues are safety, com-

fort and costs.

It is advised to follow the recommendation below when selecting the design

Iimits for the cabÍn:

o determine the design limits, based on percentiles, steP by step: in the very

frrst conceptual stages ofthe cabin design Process one is not quite interested

in the detailed anthropometry of the occupants hands. Other dimensions

may be more critical: one has to determine the main dimensions of the cabin

first: needed design limits are for instance:

a. sitting height, the vertical distance between the seat pan and the top of

the head;

b. knee height (sitting), the vertical distance from the floor to the top of the

kneecap with the lower leg at an angle of 90' with the upper leg;

c. buttock knee length (sitting), the horizontal distance from the buttocks

to the knee with the upper leg placed horizontal (and the lower leg ver-

tical).

Later in the design process other dimensions will be needed, for instance one

needs the detailed dimensions of the hands to position controls within reach

ofthe target population. In short: use design critical parameters for design

limitsl
¡ do not combine percentiles! It is virtually impossible to define one P5 fe-

male. Some body measurements correlate. However, there is no assurance

that a manikin defined on the basis of stature would have ltfth percentile

arms and legs (Robinette & Mcconville, 1981);

¡ the anthropometric databases provide data on non-clothed people. However,

additions for personal equipment such as boots, clothing, helmets, etc. may

not be forgotten. These items can reduce free space between the occupant

and the cabin significantly. For instance the free space of 40mm between the

'naked' head and the ceiling may prove insufficient for somebody wearing a

helmet.
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Create geometric manikins of the target user population

The next step is to create geometric representations of the target user popula-

tion based on the design limits determined above. There are several options to

create these manikins. Each of these options is described below as well as the

inherent advantages and disadvantages.

. Accommodationpractices

Today several accommodation practices are available for purposes of cabin

design. Philippart (1985) described the truck driver workspace in general.

Aspects covered in this paper are anthropometry, modelling, Iocation of

drivers in truck cabins, the driver eye ellipse, head contour, shin contour,

knee location, etc. The SAE Jl521 gives recommendation for the position of

the truck driver shin-knee position. A wide range of SAE practices determine

the occupants eye range (SAE J941), the selected seat position (11517), the

driver hand control reach (]827), etc. These kinds of practices are available

for cars, trucks, busses and offroad equiPment. There is even a special stan-

dard for the design of cabins of busses, trucks and utility vehicles for the

Dutch market (NEN 5526 and 5518).

Manufacturers developing cabins to accommodate a specific target PoPula-

tion use these tools or can use these standards and recommended practices

as a guideline. These practices are very easy to follow and give direct feed-

back with regard to the dimension of the cabin and the Position of various

workspace elements.

The disadvantage is that these standards are based on a specif,tc target

population. They are not target population independent. For instance, the

standard NEN 5518 focuses on the Dutch population, it specif,tes require-

ments based on a population ranging in stature from 1.55m to 2.00m. The

standards and practices can be used very weil as long as the target popula-

tion for the cabin is covered by the accommodation practices and standards.

These practices are not very well usable to design cabins for a population not

covered in the practice. Another shortfall of these practices is that they do

not integrate very weil with design tools, such as 3-D CAD (Computer Aided

Design) and manufacturing systems. These practices were more oriented to-

wards the use of drawing tables.

. Human Modelling System's (HMS)

HMS'S are a very cost-effective means to assess anthroPometric issues of

cabins during the design process (Chaff,tn, 2001). They interface or even re-

side in CAD systems. These HMS combine the CAD- with the human geome-
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try. With HMS one can stlldy a target users PoPulations fit, reach to controls

and view inside and outside the cabin.

Advantages of HMS are that design problems become visible early in the de-

sign process, studies are flexible and not time consuming (compared to

hardware mock-up tests with subjects). They can also foresee future accom-

modation problems in considering fit of the future (and thus taller) popula-

tion. Bowman (2001) described a study where HMS were used in the devel-

opment of a heavy vehicle. The HMS were used to prove compliance with the

Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard, the reachability and visibility to/of

the vehicles instrument panel and a study about the vehicles ingress and

egress. Most of these HMS are based on anthropometry. It must be men-

tioned that accommodating occupants is more than only anthropometry; bio-

mechanics and biodynamics come also into play. Biomechanics are imPortant

to predict the deformation of a seat and the buttocks once an occupant is

seated. Biomechanics are also important to have adequate reach and pos-

turing algorithms in the HMS.

The disadvantages of some HMS are that they do not take the biomechanics

into account. This may cause improper results for reachability and accom-

modation studies (Oudenhuijzen, 2001).

Both accommodation practices and Human Modelling Systems support the cabin

design process effectively. Especially because these systems are integrated into

CAD. However, it may be advisable not to fully rely completely on these practices

and systems. These systems can be used to reduce, but do not eliminate, design

risks. It is therefore recommended to perform mock-up and held tests for critical

design issues.

Determine the seated posture in the cabin (high, middle or low initial seat placement'

There are several approaches to accommodate seated occupants in cabins. The

seated posture can be very upright, reclined or in between these two extremes.

Each ofthese postures have their specific occupant envelope. The reclined-seated

posture requires more cabin depth and less cabin height. The upright-seated pos-

ture requires more height and less cabin depth. The reclined seated posture is

used in cars; upright postures are often used in cabins for trucks, vans or wheel

loaders. The seated postures differ in the placement of the seat. The seats are

positioned higher, in comparison to other seated postures, for the upright pos-

ture. Three seated postures, to be used for the design and evaluation of cabins,

are defined in NEN 5518 (2000). NEN 5518 (2000) also specifies the corresponding
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occupant envelopes as well as the positions and needed adjustment ranges for

several workplace elements (steering wheel, seat, controls, displays, etc.).

The next step is to position the geometric representations of the target user

population in the determined seated posture and to determine the amount of

needed free space between the seated occupants and the cabin. Free space is

needed all around the occupant's body:

¡ above his head to avoid collision with the ceiling (wheel loaders may operate

in open terrain, vertical acceleration due to this type of operation should be

taken into account);

¡ free space between controls and the occupant's hand and feet (special atten-

tion must be given to additions due to personal equipment).

There are no standards available on free space for vehicle design. A reference

that may be of use is the MIL-STD-1333b (1,976). This reference specif,res the free

space as follows: 'a minimum clearance of 1.5 inches (: ca. ¡S mm) between the

wheel and the structure shall be maintained in addition to a minimum clearance

of 0.5 inch (: ca. 13 mm) between the crewmembers hand and body (...) when

operated throughout the critical anthropometric range as specified by the ac-

quiring activity'.

Determine the occupant envelope around the seated manikins and position the work-

place elements

One can determine the occupant envelope once the previous stePs are fulfilled.

This occupant envelope will be used for the determination of the position of the

floor, ceiling, knee guards, kick plates and the backwall of the vehicles cabin in

relation to the seated occupant. The NEN 5518 (2000) specif,tes the occupant en-

velope for the Dutch population (stature ranging from 1.55m to 2.00m).

When the occupant envelope has been determined, one can start to position the

workplace elements on the cabin. It is impossible to provide a detailed guideline

for this process, especially because compromises will be made during the cabins

design process. Some guidelines (NEN 5518 (2000), MIL-STD-I3338 (1976)) give

detailed information regarding the position and adjustment ranges of the pedals

and the steering wheel in relation to the seated driver.

The placement of controls and displays is a diff,rcult task. There are many con-

trols and displays (components) to be positioned in a limited amount of available

space. Many of these components have an optimum place in relation to the

seated driver/occupant. However, the space available in this optimal area is in-

sufhcient to arrange all components combined. Sanders and McCormick (1983)
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gave guiding principles of component arrangement. They dehned the following

principles:

1. the importance principle: this principle deals with operational importance:

'the degree to which the performance of the activity with the component is

vital to the achievement of the objectives of the system';

2. the Frequency-of-Use principle: this principle applies to the frequency with

which a component is used;

3. thefunctionalprinciple: this principle refers to arrangement of groups of com-

ponents according to their function;

4. the Sequence-of-Use principle: 'in the use of certain items, there are sequences

of patterns of relationship that frequently occur in the operation of equip-

ment'.

In a discussion Sander and McCormick (1983) state: 'in putting together the vari-

ous components of a systems, it is manifest that no single guideline can, or

should, be applied consistently, across all situations. But in a very general way,

and in addition to the optimum premise, the notions of importance and frequency
probably are particularly applicable to the more basic phase of locating compo-

nents on a general area in the workspace; in turn, the sequence-of-use and func-

tional principles tend to apply more to the arrangement of components within a

general area'.

6.3 Expert opinion on anthropometry in the current designs of wheel loader
cabins

This chapter gave an overview on current anthropometric practices in cabin de-

sign. Special attention was given towards the determination of the target popu-

Iation for the cabin being designed. This aspect should not be overlooked when

developing a new vehicle. Several anthropometric data-sources were introduced

as well as how to use these data in order to determine the design limits for the

cabin. The application today of all these tools is somewhat overlooked. Too often

we are confronted with f,itting problems, people that are too small or too tall for
the cabin. Too often elements that should be easily reached are not reachable for

the seated operator. It must be said that anthropometry should be considered

early in the design process. The step-by-step process can be used as a guideline

in order to ensure a better-f,ltted and more comfortable cabin of wheel loaders.
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6.4 Future design challenges

It must be clear that there is room for improvement in the area of anthropome-

try. This should be one of the near future challenges for the design of wheel

Ioader cabins. Another issue is a change in hardware: the cabins will be fttted

with more and more lT-elements. This introduction has a three-way influence on

the design of wheel loader cabins:

o conventional displays and controls will be replaced with flat panel displays

and keyboard;

¡ the controls and displays will be more integrated: several information

sources will be displayed on a multifunctional display, the information will

be inputted using a keyboard instead of a wide array of buttons. This will re-

sult in a reduced number ofcontrols and displays;

. more information sources will be available for the wheel loader operator.
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7 Joystick controls and consoles: the implications of joystick
use for the design of the joystick console (or control console)
Frank Krause

TNO Work and Employment, Hoffidorp, The Netherlands

7.7 Joystick controls

Joysticks are widely used as controls in heavy equipment. They have often re-

placed larger and more forceful movements necessary for lever control and have

the advantage that one can control two machine tool movements in one handle.

Through electronic switches even more movements or functions can be operated.

Joysticks are appreciated by the operators. Therefore it is safe to conclude that
joysticks have improved both operator comfort and productivityl.

The older large lever controls had risks for work related musculoskeletal disor-

ders (WRMD's). The use of joysticks has reduced these risks. The joystick has

however replaced the larger forceful movement by a more static posture with
more localized small movements. This may have possible adverse effects for lo-

calized fatigue build up and on the longer term WRMD's. Also more functions are

added to the joystick through extra buttons and switches. They too may influ-

ence the onset of WRMD'S as the positioning and amount of extra functions are

not necessarily based on knowledge about human factors.

There is still quite a lot unknown about joysticks and their use in heavy equip-

ment. Long term health effects are not well known. Not a lot is known about the

optimal size and shape of the joystick relative to the user and the tasks or about

the number ofextra functions and their positioning. This requires research.

The new challenge of creating optimal joystick controls cannot be isolated from

the joystick conf,rguration in the workplace-operator interaction.
'New' controls change workplace requirements. The operator-seat-control inter-

action is different for a short, finger operated joystick than for the joysticks that
are used in most earth moving machinery. Therefore depending on the type of
joystick the requirements may differ. In this chapter we will focus on the larger
joysticks because generally bucket and boom controlling joysticks are designed

with the intention to be manipulated using a closed grip. That operators use dif-

ferent ways of controlling the joysticks is discussed shortly further on.

t Fro- research among over 300 operato¡s at BAUMA 2001 we know that the ability to be
productive with a machine plays a large role in machine appreciation.
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Before making some comments about the design of youl console we would like

to mention some basic requirement regarding the operator-seat-control interac-

tion. They are based on:

o the static posture that is maintained during work;

¡ the precision handling;

o the intended grip;

¡ the intensity with which a machine is used2.

AIso changes in working population and the levels of ergonomic standards add

to the requirements the workplace should meet. All of this of course has conse-

quences for console design.

7.2 General workplace requirements

From a human factors point of view the following criteria are considered to be

important:

. (regular) arm suppoñ near the when trunk and upper arm are in a relative static posi-

elbow is necessary tion during work, as is the case in joystick controlled

earth moving machinery, proper arm support should be

provided to unload shoulder muscles. Good arm sup-

port can also provide extra stability to the trunk and re-

duce the load to the lower back by carrying some of the

weight of the upper body. This could reduce the risks of

back problems

. angle between upper arm and the angle between upper arm and trunk should not be

trunk should be minimal more than 20 degrees, as this can cause shoulder

problems, especially with the unsupported arm

. extreme angles of the wrist the design should not force the user into extreme joint

should be avoided angles. lt may, however, be difficult to prevent opera-

tors from operating the joystick in a more risk full pos-

ture (see further)

. upper legs supported, horizontal these criteria basically apply to all upright seated work-

or slightly tilted from the knee places

downwards hip and knee angle should more or less correspond lf

. knee angle 90"-1 10' the knee angle is a lot larger than the hip angle it will

. hipangleg5'-110' influencethepelvictilt

' 2,ooo operating hours/year in the Netherlands is no exePtion
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For the workplace this would mean that it should meet the following require-

ments:

. the seat should be adjustable in fore-aft direction, to allow differences in

buttock-knee length, and preferred knee angle;

¡ the seat should be height adjustable because of differences in lower leg

length;

¡ the seat pan and backrest should be tiltable;
¡ hand controls should be adjustable preferably fore-aft as well as in height;

this is necessary to position the controls depending on one's trunk and up-

per arm posture and the length of the lower arm;

. arm support should be height adjustable and preferably in width.

Anthropometry

The adjustability ranges, one chooses to build into a product, should be consid-

ered carefully. In the Netherlands it can be seen that on one side of the range

Dutch men are becoming taller, on the other side however, due to a multicul-

tural environment, also shorter people will become part of the operator popula-

tion. Therefore it is increasingly important to offer very wide adjustment ranges

to make a machine comfortable for all intended users.

7.3 Joystick gripping

As stated before, in most earth moving machinery the joystick is designed in a

way that it intends the user to grip the joystick with the closed hand while oper-

ating it. In practice however, various ways of gripping and moving the joystick

can be seen. They are likely to be connected to factors such as joystick size, an-

gular range, optional buttons, operator preference, operator motor skills, hand

size and other anthropometric variables as well as disturbing machine move-

ments.

Roughly the gripping techniques can be divided into the following:
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hand gr¡p

closed fist

hand grip

open hand

finger grip

side handling

finger grip

top handling

The photos are from hydraulic excavator operators. ExcePt for the 'flrnger grip

top handling' the shown techniques were also observed in wheel loader opera-

tion.

Apart from the above mentioned factors, the technique may also result from the

alignment of joystick and operator, e.g. the f,rnger grip top handling may result

from a seated position that is too high compared to the joystick. This of course

should be avoided.
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Finger gripping may also be chosen for other reasons. With this grip the elbow

remains rested on the armrest and does not have to slide. The fixating of the el-

bow may render more control over de precise moving of the joystick.

7.4 Review of consoles generally found in earth moving equipment

Against the above mentioned criteria and requirements, TNO reviewed the con-

soles that are used in the machines of the Eurocabin participants. From this we

Iearnt that recent consoles can be improved.

F o r e - aft a dj u s t ab ility
In general the controls can be adjusted in fore-aft direction relative to the seat

by sliding the seat relative to the consoles. This fore-aft adjustment mechanism

is not optimal as it forces an adjustment sequence that is also considered not

optimal (see further). Because the seat slides relative to the joystick, flrrst the joy-

stick position must be changed. After that an operator can change the fore-aft

position of the seat relative to the pedals and viewing requirements. This may

introduce a sub optimal positioning ofthe joystick relative to the operator.

From other research we know that seat height and fore-aft position are consid-

ered being very important by operators. Operators might only use the joystick

adjustability to adjust their fore-aft position in the cab, therefore leaving the po-

sition of the joystick relative to themselves sub optimal.

Height adjustability

With most consoles, if the operator adjusts his seat to get a proper seat height,

the joystick does not follow. As a consequence, operators with short or very long

Iower legs may f,rnd the controls too high or too low respectively. The seat posi-

tion will therefore be a compromise between an optimal position relative to the

floor/pedals or relative to the joystick. Ifthe seated position is too low relative to

the joystick, it may lead to elevated shoulders which can cause muscle problems

in this region. If it is too high, it may result in the above described top handling

technique.

In some machinery the control consoles are attached to the seat construction.

These consoles move up and down together with the seat height adjustment.

This is considered to be good. Still, the console cannot be adjusted to the differ-
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ences in elbow height that exist between people3. Atthough this lack of a-djust-

ment should not be considered as a large problem, it does not mean that one

should not strive to improve the adjustability.

Arm support

Mostly if arm support is available, it is provided by armrests connected to the

seat. Height adjustment is generally brought about by changing the angle ofthe

armrest. If the angle is changed, the amount of arm suPPort is reduced: point

pressure and shear forces are introduced leading to more discomfort (see ltgure

7.1). Additionally in some seats the armrests can slide in their mountings for ap-

proximately 2 cms. This mechanism is not suitable in situations where different

operators utilize the vehicle and may want easy quick adjusting.

In our opinion such a mechanism is no longer adequate. ProPer arm supPort

should be provided.

Figure 7.1 Armrests

Arm support is sometimes provided by an armrest connected to the console (see

figure 7.2). This armrest can be adjusted relative to the joystick. This adjustabil-

ity range is less functional as the vertical Position of the fore arm of short and

tall users wilt differ only slightly relative to the joystick.

we believe it to be more imPortant to be able to adjust the armrest height (and

joystick height) relative to the seat surface as this distance can differ strongly

between users.

I 
For the Dutch population the difference in elbow height between a short person (p5) and a

tall person (p95) is almost 10 cm.
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Modern interiors: progress or not?

Further on in this book we will men-

tion that the automotive industry has

a strong influence on the interior de-

sign of industrial vehicles. This could

also be observed at the Bauma 2001,

where several wheel loader manufac-

turers showed driver cabs with car-

like dashboards. The'wrap-around'

trend is followed by some as they ex-

tend the dashboard to the right side

(see f,rgure 7.3). The right hand con-

trols are htted into the console and

have little or no adjustability, where-

as in other designs the joystick can at

least be adjusted in fore-aft direction.

The progress in the field of styling

the cab compartment is therefore

counteracted by the lack of adjust-

ability. From a human factors point of
view this is not advisable.

Figure 7 3Joystick in wrap around console

7.5 Future design challenges: towards new consoles

The requirements seat-armrest-console combinations should meet are made clear

through an ideal sequence of adjusting the workstation to the operator, based

on a cab in which pedals form a fixed point. This ideal sequence would be:

1. seat height and seat pan angle;

2. backrest;

3. seat-pedal distance;

4. steering wheel (where applicable);

5. armrest and joystick height, simultaneously;

6. joystick distance;

7. f,rne tuning of joystick height and position.

In this adjustment sequence the operator can choose his optimal seating position

relative to the pedals and visual tasks he has to perform. As armrests and joy-

\n_

Þ

Figure 7 2 Armrest connected to console
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sticks are adjusted relative to the shoulder, they should come later in the proc-
4

ess

A consequence of the simultaneous adjustment of the arm rest and joystick

height is, that armrests and control consoles need to be linked and fitted above

the height adjustment mechanism. By doing so they will also be f,rtted above the

spring assembly, which is good.

To be able to fit 90% of the operator population the combination should be able

to move up and down 10 cm, from approximately L9 cm above compressed seat

surface to 29 cm. In Dutch office seats the standard for armrests is 20 to 27 cm

(NEN 1812).

In the middle position armrest and console should be aligned in such a way that

the joystick endplate is equal to or slightly under

armrest level. (see hgure 7.4). The armrests should

not be wider apart than 50 cm. Ideally they can

also be adjusted slightly in- or outwards.

Because ofthe large angular range the operation of

the joystick requires a translation of the fore-arm

when gripping the joystick with the hand. To avoid

uncomfortable friction between the armrest and

the fore-arm it should be considered to allow the

armrest surface to slide 7-8 centimetres.

Regarding armtests it pays to take a look at the

offrce seat market as they offer the widest range of

features.

An addition should be made. Depending on the construction of the seat and controls there

can be some freedom in the sequence of adjustment. If the joystick console does not move

together with the seat, joystick adjustment comes end in line. If seat, arm suPpoft and

joysticks move together up-down and fore-aft, the joystick adjustment lelative to the

operator can be done separate from other adjusting ofcont¡ols (steering wheel) and adjusting

to controls and fixed Points (pedals, view).

Figure 7.4 Armrest-joystick

alignment
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A fore-aft adjustment is necessary. The rnechanism should be such that the con-

sole moves relative to the seat instead of the other way around as is the case in

present consoles. The drawbacks of this system were described above. When de-

fining the range of adjustment, not only differences in fore-arm length are to be

considered, also some flexion of the upper arm should be allowed.

Then, to fine tune the grip position ofthe hand relative to the joystick, either the

joystick should be able to move easily up and down in the console, or the console

should be able to move relative to the armrest.

To achieve a large freedom for the operator to choose his own preferred tech-

nique is far more diff,rcult. Without changing the position of the joystick axis it
would involve a larger range of up-down adjustability. However, when changing

to a finger grip top handling, the position ofthe joystick axis should be changed

to avoid extreme wrist angles and create a movement pattern inside the range of
motion of the wrist. Creating such an adjustment feature is far more difficult

(see frgure 7.5).

In cranes it can often be seen that operators work with the trunk slightly bent

forward. This changes the arm position as well. The fore-arm is not horizontal

but pointed downwards. To be able to accommodate the console to such behav-

iour, it should be able to pivot around an axis near the elbow (see hgure 7.5).

This adjustability feature however can be debated for earth moving machinery.

Figure 7.5 Armrest - joystick configuration

7.6 Concluding remarks

A large adjustability also has its drawbacks. As often can be seen in the ofhce

seat market users, that know how to optimally adjust their seat and also do

this, are a minority. As in the off,rce seat business it should be seen as a
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challenge to design a seat-control configuration that is easily and intuitively

a justable.

. From above we can learn that it are actually not only the seat, armrest and

control console that cannot be seen seParately. AIso the form, size, extra

switches, movement range and pivot point of joysticks should be considered,

to gain an optimal balance between productivity on one side and health on

the other. In this respect there is still work to be done.
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Part 2

A user-oriented approach to cab design
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8 Introduction

In the previous part of this book experts from several research institutes have

given the most recent information regarding some very important aspects of the

cab. This knowledge is valuable when designing new equipment. Part t has also

shed some light on the future challenges that - according to these experts - de-

sign departments will face in their thrive to create better machines.

However, when designing better and more comfortable machines, the success of
such work does not only depend on the level of technological knowledge that is

used. The type of approach to design is another factor of importance. Design his-

tory shows many examples of products that may be technologically well-thought

but fail to appeal to the user it is designed for, or even worse, fail to connect to

the way a user uses the product. These products are not satisfactory to the end-

user and may even be dangerous. In our opinion designing good machinery that

helps the operator to achieve a high performance with the machine without
jeopardizing health and safety, can only be established by involving the end-user

in design. The next chapters are about such a user-oriented approach to cab de-

slgn.

Chapter 9 is about the methodological aspect of a user-oriented approach. What

can be expected from it and in what stages should the user be involved? Chapter

10 is an example of what users may learn us. At the 2001 Bauma Construction

Fair 273 operators of earth moving machinery were interviewed and asked about

their opinion of the current machine they were operating. The results are pre-

sented in this chapter. Furthermore, a team of ergonomics experts with the help

of many users thoroughly reviewed three types of earth moving equipment that

are sold by the Eurocabin participants. This served as a basis for the question of
how and what to redesign. Chapter 11 describes the process and some of the

outcomes of this information gathering.
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9 On user involvement
Frank Krause, Robin E. Bronkhorst

TNO Work and Employment, Hoofddorp, The Netherlands

9.1 The importance of user involvement

Years of designing machinery for people to work with have shown, that it is im-

portant to consider human factors in the design. There are many ofthese factors

to take into account.

Human dimensions and especially the differences humans show in their dimen-

sions, are an important issue in the design of a machine. Designers should care-

fully consider for which population they are designing and then select the proper

data on dimensions. Data on human force exertion are important in the design of
Ievers and controls.

The role of the operator is changing. From hard work moving the levers, his job

is changing into one in which the machine is operated by multi-functional joy-

sticks that require co-ordinated actions from the arm, hand and f,rngers. (Semi)-

automatic systems further shift his task towards a complex controlling task.

These new dimensions to machine operation require knowledge on other areas

than before mentioned.

Scientific knowledge about comfort can be used in the design process to try to
design a product that is comfortable to the largest group ofusers.

These are just a few human factors issues, other issues such as knowledge on

whole-body vibrations, noise and all aspects connected to vision are also ofgreat
importance in the design of machinery.

However, does using this information in the design process of the vehicle then

automatically lead to the perfect product? Not necessarily. Creating a functional

and comfortable working environment is far from easy. There are many factors

influencing the comfort aspect, some of which may conflict. They may also con-

flict with machine functionality. AIso, knowing what people need is one thing,
being able to predict what they like is something very different.

Therefore, input from the user should be added to this information. This means

the user should be involved in the design process.

There are several stages in the process in which the user can be involved, each

with its own advantages. They are mentioned below.
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9.2 Stages of user involvement

Rev iew ing exis ting machine s

As a starting point for (re)design it is important to have information on existing

machines. When designing a new machine the manufacturer wants it to be bet-

ter than its predecessor. The existing machine serves as a benchmark for the

new machine. Therefore it serves to have exact information on strong and weak

points of all machines serving as a benchmark. The best way to gain this infor-

mation is through a thorough review of these machines. Manufacturers not often

have an independent party perform a detailed, mote or less scientif,rc, review ofa

certain machine among its operators. Generally they rely on the information

they will receive during the lifetime of a machine from users through contact

with sales and/or service people. This information, mostly concerning weak

points, is forwarded to the design department. Often designers also speak to ma-

chine operators. It is our experience that this method of information gathering

will generate 8Oo/o of all weak points of a machine. The question is whether this

is enough for the decision making in a (re)design Process.

A detailed review will pinpoint all weak points as no subject is overlooked. It

will produce data showing frequencies that certain answers have been given. By

having data on how often a weak point is mentioned, and by having detailed

opinions on weak points, it is possible to prioritize points of improvement'

Further advantages of a detailed review by an independent partner are that the

machine is looked at with 'new eyes' and by someone who is not directly in-

volved with the manufacturer. In the Eurocabin Project a thorough review by

independent experts was performed. How this was done, is explained partly be-

Iow and in chapter 11.

There are several ways to gather information from the user. The exPert may use

a st¡rctured or non structured interview. Obviously the chance of overlooking a

subject is present if the interview is not structured. Then it is also possible to

use questionnaires. The questionnaire may be read to the operator or he may fill

it in at a suitable time. In the latter case there is always the risk of not returning

the questionnaire. However, reading out the questionnaire relies heavily on the

time the operator is available for questioning, which is generally not a lot.

In Eurocabin a combination method was used. Operators had little time to stop

and extensively speak to interviewers. Therefore we chose to use a short ques-

tionnaire that was used both as checklist for a structured interview both as

questionnaire. After the interview we handed the operator an extensive ques-

tionnaire and asked him to fill this in at home. The non-response was signifi-
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cantly reduced by having first met the operator and by calling the operator as a

reminder (see figure 9.1).

Of course this method is less suitable

when wanting to collect the opinion of

large numbers of operators, unless large

numbers of the specif,rc machine can be

found within small, easy to reach dis-

tances of each other, which in Eurocabin

was seldom the case.

Redesignlfindingsolutions Figure9.1 lnterviewing an operator at

In the redesign phase the input from the work in the mountains

user is restricted. To hnd solutions to the

weak points identif,red in the review users may take part in brainstorm sessions.

They can come up with great and simple ideas. Their involvement also has the

advantage that user satisfaction is higher, ifthe user recognizes typical solutions

only users could come up with. However, mostly the redesign phase requires

technological input for the detailing of the new machine and therefore there is

Iess room for user input. Though not directly involved it is of course still very

important to remain focussed on human factors. In all design changes concern-

ing the operator-machine interface human factors knowledge should be used.

Prototype testing

In some stage of the redesign process prototypes are built of complete machines

or part of the machine. When testing these prototypes the user's input should

again be valued as it will increase the chances of designing a product well ac-

cepted by all users.

Prototypes should be tested under conditions that compare to daily use. The

evaluation of a prototype should ideally take place by experts as well as users. It
is not enough to have test drivers evaluate new solutions. Although very experi-

enced with the machine they do not have the experience of using a machine

many hours a day.

Knowing that discomfort mostly takes time to build up, especially in machines

that are already quite comfortable, it is important to test prototypes over a

Ionger period of time. Only then the manufacturer can be sure that the solution

designed to solve a weak spot in the machine, is really a solution. If a choice has

to be made between two or more solutions an experimental test set-up may be
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required. In such a test the conditions are controlled as much as possible so that

results from the test can be compared.

The testing of the prototypes will generate input for further decision making.

9.3 The expert versus the user

In a good design process both the human factors expert and the user are in-

volved. Why the user is needed, we explained above. In this part we would like

to explain the role of the expert with respect to the user. User centred design

does not mean that all user wishes are incorporated in the new design. Apart

from f,rnancial consequences this is probably impossible, as wishes will differ. So

many users, so many wishes. The expert can help in this process as he can inter-

pret the outcome ofdata from users.

Second it is arguable whether the user is capable enough of making the right

choices in his desire to not only have a comfortable workplace but also one in

which high productivity can be achieved. Third it may be very difficult for the

operator to imagine what consequences certain desired changes might have.

This appears to be especially true regarding health. Workers often adapt pos-

tures that require minimal energy expenditure. However these postures may Put

extra stress on the musculoskeletal system and thus pose a health risk for the

Iong term. The expert is necessary to judge the situations that do not seem haz-

ardous, however may be so in the future.

In general it can be said that while user participation in the design process is of

utmost importance, the expert is needed to guide this process. Table 9.1 contains

an overview of the user's and human factors expert's strengths and weaknesses

regarding design input.
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Table 9 1 Strengths and weaknesses of users and experts in the design process

expert

strength . target group of design . asks the right questions in a user

. only person capable of testing real test to get the right useful answers

usability and comfort . weighs answers and translates this

. not employed by manufacturer, in- in design requirements

dependent . has knowledge on what's comfort-

able, healthy and functional
. independent, if not employed by

manufacturer

weakness . ignores financial consequences of . little or no experience in machine

own wishes oPeration
. less capable of identifying long

te¡m musculoskeletal risk factors

9.4 Conclusions

To be able to design the best machine possible requires the involvement of ex-

perts and users, who are in fact of course also exPerts, only in their own field.

Designing without user-input will lead to sub optimal solutions, because they

are less functional or fail to address the demands an operator places on his ma-

chine. Not using expert knowledge on human factors will also lead to sub opti-

mal solutions. They will be less ergonomic and thus directly influence the opera-

tor's opinion about the machine's comfort. In the long run they may cause

health problems. The fact that operators are increasingly becoming the ones who

decide what machine is to be bought, in our opinion increases the need for both

user and human factors expert involvement.
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10 Bauma 2007: information from 273 users
Lottie Kuijt-Evers, Peter Vink

TNO Work and Employment, Hoofddorp, The Netherlands

10.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter we described the collection of information from users of

a specihc machine with the purpose to redesign this machine. It is also valuable

to have information from operators in general regarding their opinion about

nowadays machines. The Bauma 2001 was the right place to collect these data.

During a short interview, 273 operators filled in a questionnaire (212 excavator

operators and 61 wheel loader operators). The operators answered questions

about overall cab comfort and speciflrc parts of the machine related to comfort.

We also asked the operators what they found to be the most important aspects

to work well with the machine.

The wheel loader operators and the excavator operators who participated in this

study, were experienced with a mean of 12.3 and 13.4 years of service respec-

tively. The mean age was 36.5 (+ 9.4 years) for wheel loader operators and 36.3

(+ 9.3 years) for excavator operators. The machinery they used differed in age.

In the data analysis we split up the machinery in older machines (4 years or

more) and newer machines (less than 4 years old). Approximately 5Oo/o of the op-

erators used a machine of less than 4 years old.

10.2 Operators'opinion about cabin comfort

The operators rated their opinion about overall cab comfort and comfort of spe-

cif,rc parts of the machine on a four-point scale (poor, average, good, very good).

In the data analysis these categories were merged into two categories

('poor/average' and 'good/very good'). When less than 80% of the operators rated

a part of the machine as 'good/very good', we concluded that comfort could be

increased by taking into account this part when redesigning the machine. In the

next two sections the operator's opinion is shown separately for wheel loader

and excavator operators.
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seat and controls, and seat comfort. This score might be exPlained by the fol-

Iowing. Whole body vibration in earth moving machinery remains a health risk

and is surely detrimental to comfort, although improvements have been made by

using dampened seats and load stabilizers limiting the pitching of the machine.

This may also account for the seat's score as it is linked to the asPect of vibra-

tion. Noise levels are seldom damaging to the ear. However, on a comfort scale

they are often still quite high, especially when compared to automobiles. The

adjustability of seats and controls has two aspects: the amount of items that can

be adjusted and its user friendliness. In our opinion both aspects can still be im-

proved as was also described in chapter 7. They should be addressed together as

user friendliness is very important when the adjustability is increased. Last, an

explanation for the score on dashboard and displays is difficult to give. It is

imaginable that operators compare the dashboard with their luxury car and thus

hnd it less appealing. These data show on what aspects manufacturers should

focus their attention when working on new machines.

V¡bration and damp¡ng

Noise reduction

What the machine looks ¡¡ke

Cab d¡mens¡on/¡nterior space

Cl¡mate control

View

Dashboard and displays

Pedals

Way controls work

Adjustablility of seat and controls

Seat comfort

20 40 60 80

Wheel loader operators (%)

Figure 10 2 Percentage of wheel loader operators of new machines (.4 yea¡s old) who rate

the comfort of specific parts of the machine as 'good/ very good'

Excavators

The excavator operators also rated the overall cab comfort on a four point scale.

Of all excavator operators little more than half of them (55.9%) rated the cab

comfort as 'good/very good'. Almost the same was seen among wheel loader op-

trG;;
tVery good
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erators. However, when looking separately at the older and newer machines, we

see a large difference. Figure 10.3 shows that operators of newer machinery (less

than 4 years old) are far more satisf,ted with the overall cab comfort than those

driving older machinery (73.3o/o versus 39.60%). Obviously manufacturers have

improved their machines in recent years. To find what aspects are left to be im-

proved in the future we analyzed the data of newer machinery as we did for

wheel loaders.

4 years or more less than 4 years old

Age of machine

Figure 10.3 General opinion about comfort of the cab of excavator operators. More opera-

tors of the newer machinery (<4 years old) rate the comfort of their cab as

'good/very good' compared to operaiors of older machinery (>4 years old)

Figure 10.4 shows the ratings of the operators of newer machinery only. Ma-

chine parts which are rated as 'good/very good' by less than 80%o of the opera-

tors are: seat comfort, vibration and damping, dashboard and displays, climate

control, what the machine looks like, cab dimensions/interior space/in and

egress, noise reduction, view, adjustability ofseat and controls, and reliability.

Compared to the wheel loaders a few aspects are added. Climate control is pos-

sibly under appreciated, because less excavator cabs have air conditioning built

in than wheel loader cabs. Manufacturers are reluctant to install air co as opera-

tors tend to work with either the door or the front window opened, thus making

s
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air conditioners useless. It is no surprise that cab dimensions/interior space falls

below the 80% mark. Regardless of manufacturer the available space for the

cabin is limited for all dimensions. The same counts for view as the current ma-

chine layout inevitably leads to dead angles for the oPerator. Mirrors reduce the

problem; however, it is likely that only cameras are able to substantially increase

the operator's flreld of view.

Vibration and damping

Noìse reduct¡on

What the machine looks like

Cab dimension/interior space

Climate control

Vìew

Dashboard and displays

Pedals

Way controls work

Adjustablility of seat and controls

Seat comfort

Figure 104 Percentage of excavator operators of new machines (<4 years old) who rate

the comfort of specific parts of the machine as 'good/very good'

10.3 What has been improved in recent years?

In the previous section we saw that operators ofwheel loaders and excavators of

less than 4 years old are more satisfied with the overall cab comfort than opera-

tors of older machines. But which aspects of the machines have been improved?

In this section we compare the ratings on speciflrc aspects of newer machines

with older machines.

Wheelloaders

Most parts of the machine are rated better by operators of newer wheel loaders

compared to operators of older wheel loaders. After statistical analysis only four

aspects of the machine are rated by signihcantly more operators of newer ma-

20 40 60 80

Excavator operators (%)
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chinery as 'good/very good' than the same aspects of older machinery. These as-

pects are: view, climate control, what the machine looks like, and vibration and

damping (hgure 10.5).

Vrbrat¡on and dampang

No¡se reduct¡on

what the mach¡ne looks like

Cab dimension/¡nterior space

Climate control

View

Dashboard and dìsplays

Pedals

Way controls rcrk

Adjustabl¡lity of seat and controls

Seat conìJort

60 80 100

Figure 10.5 Rating of machine parts by operators of newer machines compared to opera-

tors of older machines Machine parts marked with an * are rated by signifi-

cantly more operators of newer machines as 'good/ very good' than by opera-

tors of older machines

Vibration and damping have been reduced by introduction ofthe load stabilizer,

which results in more comfort due to less Pitching of the machine. The looks of

the machine have been improved because of the use of new materials like syn-

thetics for the cabin. These materials have given many machines a more modern

rounded look. Rounded forms are also found in the design of the front windows.

They too are curved. By narrowing or reducing the number of window Posts a

better view from the cabin is accomplished. Additionally the view has been im-

proved by the design of a slanted hood. The increase in standard f,rtting of air-

conditioning in wheel loaders accounts for better scores in climate control. From

hgure 10.5 one might conclude that seat comfort has also been improved. How-

ever, though mean scores have increased, the difference is not statistically sig-

nificant due to the fact that operators show strongly divided opinions on this

subject. This is not shown in the f,tgure.
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Excavators

The machine parts of excavators, which have been improved over the last years,

are shown in figure 10.6. Statistical analysis shows that the comfort of seven as-

pects has been increased signif,rcantly: seat comfort, adjustability of seat and

controls, climate control, cab dimensions/interior space/in and egress, what the

machine looks like, noise reduction, and vibration and damping.

Manufacturers have reduced exterior noise. Environmental rules are likely to

have played a large role on this matter. The operators appreciate the noise re-

duction. Cab dimensions and interior space cannot be very different compared to

older machines, because they are restricted by the position of the boom and the

maximum excavator width and height for transPort. However, the sense of space

might be changed by a different design and usage of new synthetic materials. A

better climate control (by use of air co) can also positively contribute to a sense

of space. Interestingly there is a significant increase in seat comfort score,

though mean scores do not show the increase wheel loaders show. The increase

is probably connected to a increased upgrading of standard machines as we can

see in the automotive industry.

In contrast with the results of the wheel loader, the view from the excavator

cabin has not been improved. As mentioned before, the excavator's design is

constrained by the machine lay-out and by several transportational rules.
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Vrbratron and damp¡ng

Noise reduction

What the mach¡ne looks like

Cab dimensioni¡nterior space

Climate control

View

Dashboard and displays

Pedals

Way controls rcrk

Adjustablility of seat and controls

Seat comfort

40 60

Excavator operators (7d

Figure l0 6 Rating of machine parts by operators of newer machines compared to opera-

tors of older machines. Machine parts marked with an * are rated by signifi-

cantly more operators of newer machines as 'good/ very good' than by opera-

tors of older machines

The statistical analysis demonstrated that more aspects of the excavator have

been improved than aspects of the wheel loader. This does not mean that the

development of the wheel loader is backward. The number of subjects (61 wheel

Ioader operators versus 212 excavator operators) influences the statistic results.

10.4 Most important aspects to work well with the machine

The previous sections focussed on cab comfort, because a comfortable cab con-

tributes to more job satisfaction. However, job satisfaction relies on more as-

pects. Therefore we were also interested in the operators' opinion about the

most important machine characteristics. To get this information we asked them

to list the three most important asPects to work well with the machine.

Operators mentioned many different aspects. We classif,ted the answers into 15

categories. Table 10.1 shows the 15 categories followed by an explanation of the

kind of answers which suits the category.

80 100

i4 veâß or more

f,less than 4 yeaß old
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Table 10.1 Classification of aspects mentioned by operators

Categories Examples

TCO (total cost of ownership) costs of machine (procurement, service costs, rest value)

machine performance performance, hydraulics, gear

serviceability cleaning of the machine, service of manufacturer

reliability reliability

seat comfort seat pan, lumbar support, arm rests, curvature of back sup-

Port

adjustability of seat and con- adjustability of seat height, adjustability of distance betvveen

trols seat and controls, adjustability of controls

operas ability joystick, steering wheel, interaction joystick and beam

view view on work, dead angles, position of mirrors

dashboard and displays usability of dashboard/controls, readability, absent informa-

tion, position of displays

climate control temperature, dust filters, ventilation, position blowers

design/dimensions/ingress- design and dimensions of cabin and machine, position of
egress steps, grab rails

noise and vibration noise, vibration, damping

accessories radio, fridge, storage space, cup holder

safety and stability feelings of safety, stability of machine

environment noise outside the machine, exhaust fumes

After having categorized the operator's answers we calculated the frequencies of
answers for each category. Based on these frequencies a top 3 ofmost important

aspects was composed for wheel loaders as well as excavators.

Wheel loaders

Wheel loader operators hnd that the most important aspects to work well with
the machine are

1. machine's performance;

2. view;

3. reliability (hgure 10.7).

40.30/o of the answers were classif,ied into the category 'machine's performance'

(containing descriptors such as gear, performance, and hydraulics). The catego-

ries 'view' (e.g. view on work, dead angle, mirrors) and 'reliability' both count

for 72.5o/o and 11.80/o respectively.
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tr Machine's performance

40%
TVICW

¡ Reliability

¡categories containing less than 10%
of the answers

13%

Figure 10.7 Most important aspects to work well with the machine according to wheel

loader operators. Percentage answers is given for each category

Excavators

The top 4 of most important aspects to work well with the excavator contains:

1. machine's performance;

2. reliability;

3. view;

4. operas ability.

The same figure is seen for excavators as well as wheel loaders. The category

machine's performance contains most of the answers (37%). This category is

followed by reliability (74.60/o), view (11.5%), and operas ability (11.1%) (f,tgure

10.8).

It is not surplising to hnd (for wheel loaders as well as excavators) that perform-

ance is mentioned as most important, because this factor is indeed of great im-

portance to work at a high pace. Apparently 'working well' with a machine is

interpreted by operators as doing a lot of work more than working under pleas-

ant conditions. Although not a subject of this study it would be interesting to

frnd out more about what exactly operators mean with machine Performance.

Are plain hgures on e.g. horse-power satisfying facts or is it the felt ease of dig-

ging? This remains to be investigated.
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11 The Eurocabin project
Frank Krause, Robin E. Bronkhorst

TNO Work and Employment, Hoofddorp, The Netherlands

11.1 Introduction

The participants in the Eurocabin project were three SME manufacturers of earth

moving machinery: the German Hermann Paus Maschinenfabrik GmbH (Paus),

the Dutch ETEC Van Vliet bv (ETEC) and the Liechtensteiner KAISER AG Fahr-

zeugwerk (Kaiser). They manufacture small sized wheel loaders, medium sized

excavators and special purpose excavators.

Paus

The company's size limits the investments the company can make in the f,reld of
research and development. The European Union provides such SME's the oppor-

tunity to obtain funded research. This is created by one ofthe four thematic pro-

grammes of the Fifth RTD Framework Programme, called 'Competitive and Sus-

tainable Growth'. For this purpose the Eurocabin project was started with the

goal to collect information on how to create the best possible comfortable cabin

and using this information to improve their own cabins.

This section describes how we collected information from the users of these ma-

chines as a starting point for further improvements.

11.2 Collecting information

In an ideal situation we would have liked to collect standardized information

using different methods, from a great number of users. This means using de-

tailed questionnaires and, while the operator is at work, observing and inter-
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viewing him and monitoring Parameters such as movement frequencies and

joint angles.

However, it was not possible to sit in the cabin while the oPerator was at work.

observations therefore had to take place outside the cabin or sometimes stand-

ing in the door opening. Interviewing the oPerator in the hours of work also was

not easy. Earth moving machinery in The Netherlands, especially excavators, are

used very intensively. Operators easily make more than 2,000 machine hours a

year. Labour is quite cheap and so companies were initially not very anxious to

have us interview the operators for more than 30 minutes.

Because of this we chose to use detailed questionnaires and to visit some of the

respondents for a short interview and observations. The manufacturers supplied

the companies which we called to ask if they would ParticiPate and how many

operators would fill in the questionnaire. Whenever possible we also spoke to

the operators before sending the forms. This was done to get as much operators

as possible to hll in the questionnaires and return them. All together 46 opera-

tors received a questionnaire. They worked for two of the three participating

manufacturers. Although we also made reminder calls ,l.9 questionnaires were

returned by the operators. After this we visited 10 oPerators at the site they

were working. Because we already knew a lot about their opinion, we could go

into detail about certain subjects and nonetheless keep the time the operator

was not working within acceptable limits. The number of operators that was

visited, was mainly based on the operator's availability and his employer's will-

ingness to co-operate.

The third manufacturer in the project preferred to use a different aPproach. For

this client observations and interviews wele combined. We shortened the origi-

nal questionnaire in such a way that it could be used as a basis for a structured

interview. Using this we interyiewed and observed 12 oPeratols on location. The

sales department had prepared our visits. Each interview took between 30 and

45 minutes time. After each interview we asked the oPerator whether he was

inclined to fill in the long questionnaire. If so it was handed to him together

with an answering envelope. Half of the oPerators filled in the questionnaire and

by doing so supplied us with extra information. AII oPerators received a small

gift as a token of gratitude.
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Meøsurements

In addition to the information collected from inter-

views, observations and questionnaires, experts per-

formed measurements regarding cab dimensions and

control positions, forces necessary to operate the ma-

chine and noise levels (see figure 11.1).

11.3 Information processing

Statistics were used to evaluate the results from the

19 long questionnaires. AII other results were

brought together and categorized by subject (view,

seat, controls, etc.) in which we kept the different sources of information sepa-

rately. We had specif,rc information on the machines from the manufacturers, the

exPerts and the operators and we had ideas about the trends for the future from

sales people, designers and from what operators wanted to have improved and

how they wanted it.

We presented the results to the manufacturers. Much of the information was ei-

ther known to the manufacturer or sounded very familiar, yet was found to be

very valuable as their ideas for the future had largely been supported by re-

searchers.

After having presented these results it was then up to the manufacturers to de-

cide which issues would be tackled in the new design. In the decision making

process money obviously plays a large role. This is even more the case in the

earth moving machines industry as there are so many competitors offering very

similar machines at the lowest prizes. As a consequence not all important issues

were on the list of adaptations the companies chose to address in the redesign.

11.4 Comparison of the two evaluation methods

The extensive questionnaires and the following statistical analysis did not render

more information with respect to the operators' opinion about their machines

and what they would like to have changed, compared to the structured inter-

views and observations used with the third manufacturer. In some ways the sec-

ond method was advantageous as all interviewed operators were also observed.

Figure 11.1 Measuring

the cab
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This led the expert to form a better opinion of the machines which again is nec-

essary to be able to value the operators' opinions.

The large questionnaires were not necessarily frlled in inside the vehicle. AI-

though the operators are very familiar with their machines, filling in a question-

naire e.g. at home may influence the answers given.

However, a distinct advantage of using a questionnaire over interviews is that it
will give an objective analysis of the machine, provided enough questionnaires

are available. Through statistical analysis scientific information is obtained on

how the machine is evaluated by its end-users. This information is obviously

very suitable as a basis for redesign. Interviews, even structured, Ieave more

room for influencing oPerators in the answers they give.

11.5 Redesigning

After having chosen the items the manufacturers would redesign to optimize the

cab comfort, they started redesigning these items. TNo suPPorted the manufac-

turers in the process with technological input. We supplied them with redesign

suggestions regarding several points e.g. general design, noise reduction, in-

gress-egress and the configuration of seat and controls with resPect to each

other. To investigate what the proper position would be of the seat relative to

controls and view, we used an instrument called Ergomix, in which it is possible

to mix real persons with drawings of the workplace, in this case an oPerator's

cab (see figure 1L.2). In the next section we wiII describe a few of the improve-

ments that were made to the machines.

Figure 11.2 Ergomix session: left the filmed operator, right the mix with the cab drawing
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11.6 Examples of improvements

Seat positioning relative to view and controls

In two cabins the seat position was changed slightly to increase the cab's suit-

ability for a wide range of operators. We gave measures to the exact positioning

of a new steering column (see f,rgure 11.3 ).
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Figure 11.3 Defining the position of the steering column

The seat manufacturer Grammer AG was found willing to co-operate in the pro-

ject and presented a prototype to one manufacturer. In this prototype the ideas

mentioned in chapter 7 were applied. The armrest, that can also serve as a

mounting pod for a joystick, is fully adjustable relative to the seat and therefore

enables operators to f,rnd a perfect position relative to the controls. Because the

seat stays in place while armrest and joystick move, it is also easier for the op-

erator to frnd a proper working position. Unfortunately at the writing of this

book the seat was still in a prototype stage, therefore it was agreed to not yet

show pictures ofthis seat.

Noise

General measurements showed for earth moving machinery relative low noise

levels. This was somewhat surprising as the technical measures the manufactur-

ers had taken to reduce exterior sound pressure and interior noise levei were sub

optimal. In some positions where insulation should have been present there was

no insulation applied. In two cases the engine mounting was not adequate re-

sulting in materials vibrating and thus producing noise. This noise was not nec-
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essarily audible yet caused an unPleasant sensation to the oPerator in the cab.

Measurements revealed the source of this noise. By stiffening the engine and the

window suspension the noise was reduced signifrcantly and, equally important,

the irritating sensation was taken away. In all machines the sound insulation of

the engine compartment and the cab have been improved.

Outside view

Outside view stands on top of the list of imPortant items in the cabin. It was

therefore also chosen to perform a specif,rc design study into this subject, the

results ofwhich can be found in chapter 16. Outside view is directly connected

to comfort because, when view is obstructed, oPerators need to sit in awkward

postures. Through the remarks made by oPerators improvements were made to

the position and shape of certain window sills (see figure 11.4) and to the posi-

tioning of mirrors and (extra) lights. On the excavator a camera solves the prob-

lem ofthe boom obstructing the view sideways.

Lower window

Rubber seal

Figure 11.4 Two possible solutions to create a narrower window will between upper and

lower excavator front window

Ingressfegress

Ingress/egress may be of less importance when the operator seldom leaves the

cabin. In all investigated machines, however, oPerators estimated the amount of

times they went in and out of the cabin uP to 50 times a day. This fact makes an

easy and safe ingress-egress very important. Therefore in improving the machine

comfort much attention was paid to this aspect. Some grips were extended to

widen the range at which the oPerator could reach for a grip. Grip diameter was

set at 25 mm for a comfortable grip. On one cab the grips were positioned closer

to the cabin, thus reducing the vulnerability of the grips. The distance between

the cab and the grips was set at 65 mm to allow an easy grip with gloves.

-*,\i

M
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Next to these changes there were several small items which all together add to a

satisfying feeling about the machine:

. repositioning air filters to make servicing easier and by doing so, to reduce

fuel consumption;

. being able to f,ill the windscreen wiper fluid from the outside;

. creating extra storage space; operators gave us several ideas to do so;

. operators on the wheel loader required a gauge giving information on the

shovel position. Because operators do not continuously drive the vehicle,

they do not have the feel ofthe machine as e.g. an excavator operator does;

¡ in one type machine operators mentioned that both feet were not equally

heated. This was improved.

Although vibration is known to be a large health problem in earth moving ma-

chinery, it was not mentioned by all operators. Nevertheless all manufacturers

wished to address this problem, as European guidelines on wholebody vibration

are prepared. However, in this project the manufacturers chose not to. Reducing

machine vibration would imply doing elaborate research and possibly making

large changes to the machines. The required investments would be too great for

the manufacturers involved.
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72 Introduction

What will it take to remain competitive in the market for earth moving machin-

ery? This last part of the book is about the future. In chapter 13 the results are

presented of interviews held with 80 professionals in marketing and design. The

interviews were held at the 2001 Bauma fair for construction machinery. The

following day the results of these interviews were discussed in workshops with
the interviewed professionals. This chapter tells us about the direction manufac-

turers believe should be followed to increase comfort in machinery.

Chapter 14 is again dedicated to the operator's opinion. These are other results

from the interviews with operators at the Bauma. This time the answers come

from the question what operators would like to see in future machines. It is in-

teresting to see if manufacturers are set to develop machines according to what

operators would like to see.

Chapter 15, in part has little to do with earth moving machinery. It is directed at

the automotive industry. This industry is generally regarded as trend setting re-

garding design. As there are enough examples of innovations in construction

machinery, that were originally sighted in automobile industry, it is interesting

to take a look at where this industry is heading.

After this we are already at the last chapter of this book. For Eurocabin two de-

sign studies were performed, one about joysticks and the other about improving

the view in excavators. Chapter 16 shows some interesting ideas from these de-

sign studies.
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13 Future demands on comfort in construction vehicles' interi-
ors according to manufacturers
Peter Vink, Tammo A. ter Hark

TNO Work and Employment, Hoofddorp, The Netherlands

13.1 Comfort, a key issue

To be competitive in the market of construction vehicles attention should be

paid to the interior comfort. Operators of wheel loaders, cranes and other con-

struction equipment demand this comfort, not in the least because at home and

in automobile cars they are used to high comfort levels. On the other hand con-

struction companies need their operator to feel comfortable to increase health

and productivity. To understand more on the future demands on vehicle interiors

the vÍsion of different manufacturers on comfort is asked in this study.

13.2 Question of this study

What are important comfort aspects in vehicle interiors of construction equip-

ment according to manufacturers?

13.3 Approach

To get an answer on above mentioned ques-

tion 84 persons from manufacturing compa-

nies were interviewed. The interviews took

place at the 2001 edition of Bauma, the

world's most important trade fair for con-

struction machinery, building material ma-

chines, construction vehicles and construction

equipment (see f,rgure 13.1). The most impor-

tant question in the interview is shown in ta-

ble 13.1. In averaging the data a value of 10

Figure 13.1 The 'Bauma' is the larg-

est trade fair for con-

struction equipment in

the world

was given to the most important issue and a value of 7 to the second important

issue. In case more issues were mentioned the points were equally divided over

the issues. The results of the interviews were discussed with some manufactur-

ers in two workshops during the Bauma.
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Table 13.1 Example of one of the questions asked at the Bauma

Which comfort aspects will be the most important in the coming years?

1st most impodant 2nd most important

steering wheel

controls/pedals

cab dimensions

climate

notse

vibration

vtston

other ....

o

ô
(J

o

o
o
a\

13.4 Results of the interviews

Four persons (5%) of four different manufacturers reported that comfort was not

a key issue and were not able or willing to answer the question. Of the other 80

persons ZZ werc active in design and engineering and the other 58 subjects were

active in sales and marketing.

In f,rgure 13.2 the results are summarized. The most imPortant asPect in the fu-

ture will be the seat according to the manufacturers. The second most imPortant

aspect will be noise and the third vision. The steering wheel is an asPect which

will not get much attention the coming years.

steering wheel

o
o
o
o
aì

o

o
al

vìbration

cab dimens

controls

climate

vlslon

notse

seet

150

Figure 13.2 Total score of 80 subjects regarding the most important aspect the coming

years. A high score is more important
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The group sales/marketing and the group design/engineering had a different

opinion (see frgure 13.3). More then 30% ofthe scores ofdesign/engineering rep-

resentatives indicate that the seat is the most important comfart aspect the

coming years, while tNs percentage is 189o for the sales/marketing group. An-

other diff.erence can be found with respect to controls/pedals. According to de-

sign/engineering controls/pedals are the second most important aspect while for

saleslmarketing vision, noise, climate, vibration and cab dimensions are more

important.

Figure I 3.3 Percentagè of the total score of 58 sales/inarketing representatives and 22 de-
sign/engineering representâtives. A high score meens more important

13.5 Results of the workshop

The fì¡st workshop was attended by representatives from Ljungby Maskin, Man

Wolflran, O&K and Liebherr. Some comments on tle results of the interuiews

were:
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seat . of course the seat will still be important because long periods of

sitting will still occur in the future
. improvement is still possible - just have a look at the offìce seat

market - and manufacturers will have to stay close to these devel-

opments leading to new standards, so they can maintain a com-

petitive position in the market
¡ mobility in the seat, passive as well as active, could be a future

tssue
. adjustability is important to anticipate on growing length of the

PoPulation
. adjustability is important to anticipate on growing length of the

population
. adjustability is also important to anticipate on more female drivers

and drivers from other cultures

vision . it is still dÌfficult to design a cab with a good view in all needed

directions

controls/pedals . some companies have their own joyslicks, this mâkès integration

in the whole cab and combinâtion with the functions easier

. natural feel is important, the joystick should feel like an extension

ofthe human body

vibration/noise . the coming regulations oblige manufacturers to take these items

into account

vision/climate . a better vision is closely linked tio climate as more glass automati-

cally means higher temPerature

general . an integral approach is essential as the cab dimensions, vision,

seat, pedals and controls together influence the posture and thus

the comfort and vision are again connected to climate (see previ-

ous point). lt is difficult to find the optimum. The Ergomix (see fìg-

ure 13.4) could be a helpful instrument
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Table 13.2 New comfort aspects found in

the automotiVe industry

Air-conditioning almost standard

Lumbar support

More adjustability

Seat heating and humidity systems

More roominess in less space

Same seat for different cars

Seat stimulates drivers mobility
Joystick controls/com puter screens

Every car is made. custom specific

Figure 13.4 The Ergomix of TNO: a system in

which real drivers and (computer)

drawings are mixed. Designers,

users and ergonomists can see

immediately the consequences of
redesign proposals and discuss

them

The second workshop was attended by representatives from Kobelco, Daewoo,

Komatsu, STA and Bosal. Some comments on the results of the interviews were:

aspect commenl

seaf . in some countries drivers spend more than 12 hours in the seat
. the seat is the connection between vision, controls and pedals and

therefore also the most important element in the future
. ¡t is ¡mportant to Ìake over ideas from the automotive industry, like

heat and humidity control in drivers'seat (see table 13.2)
. in fact, in the future seats should be smaller with increased com-

fort experience to give more rgom in the cab for other elements or
to reduce the cab

. it is important to have feeling for joystick or other control use;

some people seem to lack this feeling
. the above could also be seen as a challenge to design controls

that enable operators with less 'feeling' to be able to work well with

a machine. ln times when it is hard to find operators this may
prove valuable

. one company agreed that the joystick is indéed a future issue,
while another company mentioned that there is not so much to be
done bythem anymore

controls/pedals
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aspect comment

vision/d im ension s

. a difference should be made between sound and noise. Drivers

should like the sound of the machine whereas at the same time

noise should be reduced. Noisy environments may cause fatigue

and also lead to stress reactions in the body

. on company improved comfort and interior space by making the

console (with instruments) height adjustable. This is related to cab

dimensions and vision, because the driver can decide on the opti-

mal vision/space combination. The steering wheel adjustability is

already found in many machines

o êv€ry machine should be customized to a specific driver. How-

ever, this is not possible because different drivers use the ma-

chines, but also because it is very expensive to manufacture. Per-

haps ideas from automotive industry can be borrowed

. all aspects are important. Common sense is no longer enough to

improve the cabin comfort. Therefore several companies use

questionnaires among drivers. They are useful in getting ideas for

improvement. However, users should also be involved in the next

steps of the design process ln that case special research tech-

niques are needed to get the right information from the users/

drivers
. the styling is an important issue to the manufacturer, as was

shown by O&K at the Bauma (see figure .13.5)

general

Figure 13.5 Styling is an important aspect. O&K showed its latest model at the Bauma

13.6 Conclusion

In a study in 1997 (see table 13.3) the seat was one of the most important com-

fort aspect in the cabin.
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The present study shows that 4 years later the seat is sti[ the most important

comfort aspect in construction vehicle interiors. In both workshops the integral

design was stressed. The seat should therefore be seen in relationship with other

aspects. In fact the seat is the link between vision, controls, pedals and cab di-

mensrons.

Table 13.3The priority given by users to the different parts of a cabin with respect to com-

fort (1 = high priority, 7 = low) (Nakada, 1997)

Kansei desirability ranking: Kansei ranking impor-

tance

tvpes of construction machinery
passenger

bulldozers dump trucks wheel loader vehicles

operatorseat 1 2 2 1

instrument panel, monitors, meters 3 1 I 2

levers,switches,pedals 2 5 3 7

temperature control, audio equipment 4 7 6 4

interior finish, trimming (ceiling, sides 5 4 5 3

and pillars)

steeringwheel - 3 4 6

windows (shape, glass, colour) 6 6 7 g

console box and glove compartment 7 I 9 8

floormat 8 8 B 5

In the future operators will remain working inside the vehicle over prolonged

periods of time, which supports the need for a comfortable seat.

Noise and vibration are regarded second most important, because of guidelines

that are now developed and because it is essential to reduce fatigue (long peri
ods result in rnore fatigue).

The third most important aspect is vision. Good view on the work will remain

very important for quality and it is not always easy to make that possible.

Engineers and designers also see the controls as important, because operating

should be simple, easy, precise and comfortable. The controls should be a logical

extension ofyour body.

cab interior
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74 What would operators like to see

Lottie Kuijt-Evers, Frønk Krause

TNO Work and Employment, Hoofddorp, The Netherlands

14.1 Introduction

What would operators like to see in their future cabins? What are their wishes

and their needs? To get answers to these questions we questioned 273 wheel

Ioader and excavator operators during the Bauma 2001.

In this chapter we describe the operator's demands and wishes for future wheel

loaders and excavators. We also pay attention to the feasibility of these wishes

and needs.

14.2 Future demands according to operators

The operators were asked to answer two questions about their future machine.

The first question was about the changes needed to Ímprove comfort. The second

question was about other aspects, not necessarily connected to comfort, that

should be improved in the future. Both questions were open-ended and the op-

erators gave a lot of different answers.

As was done before we classiflred the answers into 15 categories (see table 10.1).

We then calculated the percentage answers for each category. Based on these

percentages the future demands are listed. We only mention the categories

which contain more than 10% of the given answers.

Wheel loaders

Wheel loader operators find, that their overall comfort during working in the

machine can be increased by improving seat comfort (e.9., seat pan, Iumbar sup-

port, arm rests, curvature of back support), climate control (e.9. temperature,

dust f,rlters, ventilation, position blowers), design/dimensions/in- and egress (de-

sign and dimensions of cabin and machine, position of steps, grab rails), and ac-

cessories (e.g. fridge, cup holder, storage space, and radio).

The largest category is'seat comfort', as 77.3o/o of the answers are classified into

this category (f,rgure 14.1). Climate control is second largest with 16% of the an-

swers, followed by design/dimensions/in- and egress (13.60lo), and accessories

(72.3o/o).

'I07
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When asked what other aspects should be improved, the oPerators are quite

unanimous: 64.70/o of aII answers fell inside the category 'Machine Performance'.

41o/o

E seat comfort

n climate control

160/o !design/dimensions/in- and egress

B accessofles

lcategories containing less than
1 0% of the answers

Figure 14.1 Future demands of wheel loader operators: changes that are needed to im-

prove the comfort

Excavators

In the excavator group the top 4 of desired changes to improve comfort consists

of climate control (18.9%), seat comfort (1.7.9o/o), design/dimensions/in- and

egress (16.3%o), and accessories (13.6%) (frgure 14.2). These are the same catego-

ries as the wheel loader operators mentioned, though in a slightly different or-

der.

Regarding other aspects to be improved it was the category 'machine Perform-

ance', that was again the largest category with 56.7%o of the answers. View was

also mentioned in more than 10% of the answers (70.2o/o).

¡ climate control

n seat comfort

! design/d¡mensions/in- and egress

18% Eaccessories

I categories containìng less than
10% ofthe answers

Figure 14 2 Future demands of excavator operators: changes that are needed to improve

the comfort

12To

16%
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14.3 Feasibility of future demands

Climate control

Continuous attention is paid to improving the operator's viewing area when de-

signing new machines. The O&K study that was shown at the Bauma is an exam-

ple (see chapter 13) There is a general tendency towards an increased glass area,

not only in earth moving equipment but also in the automobile industry (see

chapter 15) and even in architecture. Obviously the increased glass surface

places higher demands on the climate control inside the cab. To keep tempera-

ture within comfort ranges air-conditioning would be necessary.

Preventing heat build-up from radiation requires different techniques such as

coloured glass, specific coatings or electro-chromatic glass that can be obscured

electrically. Some of these techniques are already in use. Air-conditioning, if not

already standard, is mostly optional in a cab. Electro-chromatic glass is applied

in automobile prototypes and may therefore not yet be ready for use in heavy

industry. The fact that these features will probably increase the price of a cab,

will not add to a speedy introduction.

Seat comfort

Improving seat comfort should be seen as wide as possible. Beside the comfort of

the seat itself and the damping of vibrations, it includes making sure that the

operator is correctly positioned with respect to hand and foot controls and

viewing area, while maintaining a healthy posture. Improving seat comfort

therefore requires more than improving the seat and its suspension. Improving

the comfort of seat and backrest may even prove to be useless if other factors are

not optimized.

Nevertheless, should one wish to further improve the seat's comfort, scientiflrc

knowledge on comfort is required as described in chapter 2. The comfort experi-

ence is highly individual and varies accordingly. The challenge lies in satisfying

as many operators as possible, without creating widespread opinions about the

seat.

With respect to vibration damping, there is still work to do done. In present

seats damping characteristics change with the chosen seat height. This should

not be the case. AIso, the pitching of the cabin has not been taken into account.

Operators often complain of getting 'hit' by the back rest when the machine

moves violently.

In addition solutions should be sought in all other interfaces between the earth

and the cab or the carried load and the cab, such as boom hinges and cylinders
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and cab suspension. Because of the possibility of resonance, solutions should be

phased. This might be the largest challenge because seats are ready-to-buy prod-

ucts and are therefore generally not adapted to a certain specific machine.

Cab desígnldimensions

Operators would like to have a larger cab. Especially in excavators this is quite

logical considering the limited available space for the cab. Apparently space or

the (sense of ) roominess of a cab is closely connected to the comfort feeling.

Also it is often the storage space that is being missed. Adding storage space in

the back of the excavator cab should be possible by extending the cabin's foot-

print to the back. This, however, will generate a conflict with the general desire

to reduce machine size while maintaining or increasing machine power.

In wheel loaders there is also a conflict with the direct viewing area. Increasing

the size of the cab to the back and sides will impair the operator's downward

view. As view is scored second (after machine performance) on aspects needed to

work well with the machine, creating more space or the sense of space is a chal-

Ienge to the designers.

Machine performance

Machine performance is high on the oPerator's list of wishes. We mentioned

above that it is not yet clear what aspects of machine performance are most im-

portant to the operator. This should first be investigated. With the outcome de-

signers will have better information on how to make sure the machine lives up

to the expectations of the operator, which is very important considering the in-

fluence operators have on the buying ofequipment.

The trend towards more power in the same machine is already Present. Here also

the trend comes into conflict with other machine demands such as compacting

the machine and reduction of exterior noise production. Making the machine

compact to increase viewing area and application areas mostly requires a mini-

mization of the engine compartment. On the other hand noise reduction requires

space for insulation materials. In addition an increase in power requires more

cooling, which not only needs space but can also be noisier. With increasing en-

vironmental regulations with respect to exterior noise it will not be easy for

manufacturers to keep increasing machine performance without a deterioration

of other important factors.
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14.4 Conclusion

It is clear that with so many operator demands covering aspects that are in the

same time strongly interrelated, machine design should be taken as a whole.

There should be a close co-operation between all involved disciplines, not only

technical but also with respect to human factors. A complicating factor is the

fact that manufacturers are inc¡easingly becoming system integrators as is the

case in automobile industry. Many components that form the interface between

the operator and the machine are purchased, making it more difficult to create a

cab including all controls and functions that is built around the operator. A large

manufacturer may be able to influence his supplier, for a small company this is

near to impossible.
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15 Following the automotive industry
Karin N. Reijneveld

TNO Work and Employment, Hoofddorp, The Netherlands

15.1 Introduction

Designers of wheel loader and excavator cabins generally take a sharp notice of

design trends in the automotive industry. Though strongly functionality based,

the interiors of construction vehicles also follow design trends that can be seen

in the automotive industry. Heavy equipment should also have a comfortable

car-like cab. Because the automotive industry is most advanced in investigating

future design and in setting design trends, it pays to take a look at trends in the

automotive industry and what can be expected in future vehicle interiors.

Some general design trends and trends in automobile design, including examples

ofseveral concept cars, ate explained below.

15.2 General trends in design

At the beginning of the 21st century design magazines, Iike the Japanese Axis,

considered the current trends in design as well as the possibilities for the future.

First of all, technological advances in the 21st century will realise things we

cannot now imagine. Many products that are developed today, could not have

been made until just several years ago.

Secondly, people from outside the designing industry will be designing things

and the consumer's status will not be as purchaser, but as trend-setter for de-

sign. You could even say each consumer will become a designer. An example are

the guest rooms in a London hotel, which are done in white without intense col-

ouring for the most part. Guests can design their room by selecting the colour of

the room's lighting. As all the guests choose their own lighting, which can also

change very easily, theytogether are the'designer'ofpart ofthe hotel's presen-

tation to the outside world. Further, art and product design are moving closer

together and design itself will blend more completely into daily living.

Thirdly, as thought and sensibility become more important to design, we will
require the act of designing to give more consideration to all five senses. Even

the feeling of how food goes down your mouth is likely to become a subject of

design. The object of design will shift from objects to more conceptual, philoso-
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phical aspects. As the virtual world progresses, people's desire for the physical

will increase.

Finally, one of the current trends is that working space, which became separated

from living space during the industrial revolution, is returning to the home

thanks to the IT revolution.

15.3 The general trends in automobile design

In automobile design the advances in tech-

nology will become evident in the ways of

control, the 'intelligence' of the car and the

use of cameras and monitors. Technology also

creates possibilities for the consumer to be-

come a designer of the car interior. The trend

of the disappearing separation between

working space and the home results in the

creation of cars as a 'home-away-from-home'.

This trend is also connected to the worker's

desire, when spending long hours in a confined space be it an offltce room or a

cabin, to create a pleasant environment, a home-away-from-home as the truck

cab in figure 15.1 shows.

The ways to control an automobile are expanded by driving by wire, joystick

steering and force feedback. The way to control the information presented to the

driver has endless possibilities. The Seat Salsa Emoción, for example, has a big

Plexiglas bubble that covers the entire dashboard, including its information area.

A trackball on the steering wheel regulates all the data projected on to the sur-

face ofthe bubble from the inside.

The cars of the new millennium are in-

creasingly attractive and ever more in-

telligent, with the aid of cutting edge

technology. Accident prevention sys-

tems might eliminate the need for

cumbersome protective structures

(thereby leaving more room for the

car's occllpants). A Johnson Control

concept cabin is f,rtted with electric

seats which adapt 'bio mechanically' to

Figure 15.1 On the road in a 'home-

away-from-home'

Figure 15-2 The Volvo Safety Concept Car

makes adjustments to the inte-

rior based on the eye Position

of the driver
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their occupants body. The Volvo Safety Concept Car recognises the driver's eye-

position and adjusts the steering wheel, the floor, pedals and console automati-

cally to create a safe sitting position. The driver can fine-tune the adjustments

afterwards. Figure 15.2 shows the Volvo SCC.

The use of cameras and monitors will replace mirrors and elements such as

dashboard lights.

The transparent dashboard of the Lan-

cia Nea concept car houses hve moni-

tors (see figure 15.3): the one behind

the steering wheel displays information

such as driving speed, others the view

form the rear relayed by the cameras.

The one on the central unit is a services

monitor. The safety concept car by Figure 15.3 The dashboard of the Lancia

Volvo has hood and trunk cameras and Nea contains 5 monitors

the Nissan Fusion has a main VDU

which sits on the dashboard between two tiny screens that are connected to

cameras that replace door mirrors. The driver's position in the Citroen Osée in

which he sits between the two passenger seats, is possible because of the built-

rn cameras.

In the future, our cars will become a sort of blank sheet on which we shall be

able to use the car's computer system to 'design' our own dashboard, our own

cabin, our own colour scheme much as we do now on our computer screens. The

roofofthe Nissan Fusion, for example, seen from above or from inside the cabin,

looks like a glass dome (see flrgure 15.4), at the centre of which'floats'a sheet of

Plexiglas incorporating optic flrbres which allow the driver or his passengers to

change the colour of the interior lighting at will. It allows them to choose a

Iighting scheme to suit the mood of the moment, so that they become their own

interior decorators and can create the interior décor that suits their mood at the

time, similar to the guests in the London hotel. On the other hand, the desire for

flexible production offers possibilities for design by the consumer as well. The

entire body work of the Ligier Be Up (the wearable car) has been designed with a

'wardrobe' of elements that can be combined in various ways (see f,rgure 15.5).

Another invention designed for maximum flexibility is the 'super integrated

cockpit': an integrated modular cabin that includes the dashboard, storage unit

and the seats. This structure is mounted on a central magnesium crossbeam

equipped with a system of flat cables and a plug and play assembly style that

allows for the rapid updating of electronic systems.
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Figure 15.4 The roof of the Nissan Fusion

incorporates optic fibres that
change the colour of the interior

at the passenger's will

The difference between working space

and the home will disappear. The John-

son Control cabin is a sort of multimedia

Iiving room where people can work or

play garnes (f,rgure 15.6). It is an exten-

sion of the home and the off,rce. The core

concept ofthe Lancia Nea is the creation

of a 'home-away-from-home' in the

cabin around which the rest of the car is

developed and Ford's vision is that of a

practical, driving communication centre. Figure 15.6 Johnson Control developed a

sort of multimedia living room

where people can work or
play games

15.4 Other trends in automobile design

Other trends in automobile design are the attempts to add more space to the in-

terior or at least to the feeling of more space. Barriers between the interior and

the outside world are eliminated. On the other hand, there are designers that

aim for a wraparound interior.

Designers are trying to add more sPace to the interior. The Johnson Control

cabin trim was designed to take up the least possible space (see figure 15.7). The

Nissan Fusion was designed to offer a particularly spacious interior. In the proc-

ess the designers came up with a way of expanding the cabin while reducing the

front and the rear overhangs. ln the Citroën C5 every effort has been made to
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that can be combined in various
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make the car look larger than it really is and the whole interior is exceptionally

spacious. In the new Ford Mondeo 50 mm was added to the wheelbase, to allow

the designers to optimize the interior package and create an even roomier inte-

110r.

New concept cars look as if the barriers between the interior and the outside

world have been eliminated. The Lancia Nea bodywork looks generously propor-

tioned but almost see-through, thanks to the big glazed cabin roof. The Volvo

SCC has a different starting point - safety - but the effect of the reinforced Plexi-

glas A-pillar has a similar effect, as does the extension of the windscreen to the

roof in the Nissan Fusion.

Between all these roomy asPects, designers want to create a wraparound feeling

as well. When the door of the Nissan Fusion is closed, the panel and the

dashboard elements come together to create a wraParound shape (see hgure

1s.8).

Figure l5.T The sophisticated yet linear

and minimalist cabin trim was

designed by Johnson Control

to take up the least possible

space

Figure 15.8 The wraparound interior of the

Nissan Fusion

15.5 Conclusion: usability for heavy equipment

General design trends have already found their way to the concept cars of the

automobile industry. The glass roofcan already be found in production cars from

Mercedes and Peugeot. Obviously wheel loader and excavator cabins differ from

automobile cabins in a number of ways. For one thing the functional require-

ments differ widely. AIso controls differ from the automotive industry. Never-

theless there are several examples of innovations in earth moving machinery

that were f,rrst seen in automotive industry such as plastics for dashboards, air-

conditioning, Iow sound levels and curved windows.
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Further it is to be expected that seat and control adjustment will become elec-

tronic, cameras will replace mirrors and multifunctional screens will become

standard in the operator's cabin.

In general it is safe to conclude that with the increasing comfort level of cars and

their number of accessories, so wiII the operator's wishes increase to minimize

the difference in comfort level between cars and machi¡e.

Equipment manufactures will therefore need to closely watch developments in

automotive industry.
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16 Future cabins
H ans Rakho r s t, Lo dew ijk V ormer

TNO Work and Employment, Hoofddorp, The Netherlands

16.1 Intuitive control
Hans Rakhorst

All modern hydraulic excavators are nowadays joystick operated. This has re-

duced the physical exertion necessary to operate machines ofthe former genera-

tion. Though this may easily be regarded as an improvement - as do all opera-

tors - it does not necessarily mean that it is without health risks. As in other pro-

fessions repetitive strain injuries (RSI) are also present among operators. The

transition to joystick operation has led to a working posture, in which only small

movements of the arms are required. Furthermore as movement ranges have be-

come smaller, the need for precise muscle activity has become larger. This re-

quires adequate armrests not only to support the arms and alleviate shoulder

muscles, but also to stabilize the arm when precision is required.

Excavator seats do not yet meet the requirements to provide this arm support to

a large population of users. The seats often lack arm support. This is then sup-

plied by an armrest connected to the console, in which the joystick is mounted.

Their adjustment ranges are mostly limited. This was described in chapter 7.

Present joystick design may not necessarily be

the most suitable to the various tasks an excava-

tor operator performs. The precision require-

ments lead several operators to move the joystick

by hngers as they are not able to reach the neces-

sary level of precision while gripping the joystick

with the full hand. This hnger operating tech-

nique leads to joint positions, that are far from

optimal (see hgure 16.1 ).

The above mentioned conditions are known to be

a risk for RSI. This study aimed at improving the adjustability of the operator's

control position and at improving the joystick's position relative to the operator

to reduce the risk of musculoskeletal disorders. This has lead to an idea for a

very adjustable workstation, in which also the joystick's form can also be ad-

justed to suit the operator's preferred working technique (see figure 16.2).

Figure l6.l Extreme joint an-
gle in joystick op-

eration
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Figure 16.2 New ways of joystick controlling

We have also looked at new ways of operating the excavator without using a

joystick. The result is an idea for an alternative control. The new control requires

Iarger movements of the hands and arms. The machine can be controlled bi-

manually and with one hand. By doing so the load on hands and arms is varied.

This reduces the risk for overuse injuries. Besides wanting to reduce the risk fac-

tors we have looked for a very intuitive way of controlling the machine. This

may reduce the time necessary for an operator to learn the trade, which in some

countries is important because of the diffrculties companies may have in f,tnding

suitable personnel.

The result is the shown in figure 16.3. At the time of writing this book the pre-

sented control still only exists as a three dimensional rendering. It would be in-

teresting to buitd such a control and to have operators test it under realistic

conditions to see, whether this innovative control can live up to its exPectations

and be ofvalue to future operators.
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Figure 16.3 An intuitive control system

16.2 I see, I see what you cannot see

Lodewijkvormer

The purpose ofthe project was the development ofa conceptual cabin design for

future excavators. The project's main goal was the improvement of the outside

view from within the operator's cab. The project focused on excavator models

ranging from 10 to 50 tons and concerned both crawlers and wheeled excavator

models.

Based on an extensive analysis of existing excavators, excavator cabins and its

users, potential problems concerning the visibility have been charted. These

problems have been sub-divided into three areas. First and most important there

are restrictions in the operator's view of the direct working area. The downward

view is limited and the view on the reaching area of the hydraulic arm is inter-

rupted by the cabin frame. Second the view ofthe area surrounding the working

area is restricted. To the right the view is obstructed by the boom and the

downward rear view is limited. Lastly the view of the vehicle's sides should be

mentioned. There is little or no view of the vehicle's right side, the right rear

corner and the back ofthe vehicle.

edditionally, problems directly concerning the windows also play an important

role in aggravating the restricted visibility of the outside. Curved windows can
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Iead to reflections and distortion of the view. Glazed windows provide very little

protection against glare and the heat of the sun. Windows become soiled, yet

not every window is equipped with windshield wipers and washers.

QuÍte different from these problems nevertheless, something that may also re-

duce productivity is the fact that windows are also prone to vandalism.

Trends and developments in the field of operator view

When trying to f,rnd solutions to these problems, it is important to take a close

look at trends and developments regarding this matter. With respect to glazing

there is still an increase in glass surface ofthe cab. For solutions to the problems

connected to large glass surfaces the glazing industry can provide solutions.

Laminated glass with coatings or incorporated f,rlms can make operator life be-

hind the window a lot more comfortable. E.g. with electro-chromatic glass the

transmission oflight and heat can be adjusted, thus reducing glare or heat build-

up. By using self cleaning coatings containing titanium dioxide combined with a

hydrophobic surface, soil and rain will have less influence on the outside view.

Legislation requires cars to have glass front and side windows. However, syn-

thetic materials are rapidly evolving into good and in some ways even better al-

ternatives to glass, including their scratchproofness. In cars there are already

synthetic back and roof windows. It is a matter of time and these materials will
have found their way to all kinds of cabins with their advantages of being light,

relatively cheap and easy to mould.

Rather different are the developments towards a moveable cab. A few excavator

manufacturers offer the opportunity of mounting a cab of which the vertical po-

sition can be adjusted. Several manufacturers of mobile cranes have a tiltable cab

installed to improve upward visibility.

With respect to indirect viewing and alternative means of viewing there are also

many developments. Already mirrors are being replaced by cameras offering

Iarge flexibility regarding camera positions, display Positions and the oPerator's

choice of what is to be displayed. By using GPS5 in combination with several sen-

sors (radar, sonar, heat, etc.) it will be possible to create a computerized image

of reality giving the operator a see-through view of the earth he is excavating.

The images might either be projected on the front window ot even on a screen in

a separate working place from where the operator controls his machine.

' clob"l Positioning by Satellite
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The'Turtleneck' concept

Based on the existing trends and developments, in an attempt to further en-

hance the operator's direct view ofhis work, solutions have been sought on four

different levels:

o the location/position ofthe cabin;

o the location/position ofthe driver;

o the cabin exterior;

o the cabin interior.

A multitude of ideas generated in the course of this project have led to several

concepts. These concepts were in turn used to compose a single f,rnal concept:

the 'Turtleneck' concept of which a three-dimensional computer model was built.

The 'Turtleneck' concept boasts the following qualities:

o the moving cabin allows repositioning in order to achieve the best possible

view. This cabin can be elevated to look over obstacles. It can be moved for-

ward to look down over the undercarriage. The cabin can also be tilted for-

wards and backwards to optimize view through the front windscreen of the

working range of the hydraulic arm (see flrgure 16.4)

Figure 16.4 Renderings of the 'Turtleneck' concept showing the movements of the cab

¡ the front windscreen ofthe cabin is enlarged by integrating front, top and a

bottom window affording more view on the working range of the hydraulic

arm;

o a sliding floor panel can be uncovered to reveal a window underneath, thus

enabling a direct downwards view;

ll
(
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the cabin's main door is a sliding door and can thus be easily be opened and

shut by the driver in a seated position. Because the door can be set in differ-

ent positions ofclosure, adjustable ventilation is also achieved;

the driver's seat can be adjusted to support the driver's body in multiple

positions (see figure 16.5);

Figure 16.5 The 'Turtleneck'seat adapts to the operator's chosen posture

o the functions of steering wheel and travel levers have been incorporated in

the joystick controls;

¡ all the control panels have been substituted by a single touch-screen display,

providing the driver with easy centralised control and overview of all the

cabin features;

¡ the display also provides additional views obtained through cameras and

sensors mounted on the upper structure of the vehicle. In this manner views

to the right, the right flank, and the back right corner ofthe vehicle are pro-

vided.

Compared with contemPorary cabin design, the view of the outside provided by

this new cabin design has been improved significantly.
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